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Abstract

Dispersed particle flows are encountered in many biological, geophysical but
also in industrial situations, e.g. during processing of materials. In these flows,
the particles usually are non-spherical and their angular dynamics play a cru-
cial role for the final material properties. Generally, the angular dynamics of a
particle is dependent on the local flow in the frame-of-reference of this particle.
In this frame, the surrounding flow can be linearized and the linear velocity
gradient will determine how the particle rotates. In this thesis, the main ob-
jective is to improve the fundamental knowledge of the angular dynamics of
non-spherical particles related to two specific biobased material processes.

Firstly, the flow of suspended cellulose fibers in a papermaking process
is used as a motivation. In this process, strong shear rates close to walls
and the size of the fibers motivates the study of inertial effects on a single
particle in a simple shear flow. Through direct numerical simulations combined
with a global stability analysis, this flow problem is approached and all stable
rotational states are found for spheroidal particles with aspect ratios ranging
from moderately slender fibers to thin disc-shaped particles.

The second material process of interest is the production of strong cellulose
filaments produced through hydrodynamic alignment and assembly of cellulose
nanofibrils (CNF). The flow in the preparation process and the small size of
the particles motivates the study of alignment and rotary diffusion of CNF in
a strain flow. However, since the particles are smaller than the wavelength
of visible light, the dynamics of CNF is not easily captured with standard
optical techniques. With a new flow-stop experiment, rotary diffusion of CNF
is measured using Polarized optical microscopy. This process is found to be
quite complicated, where short-range interactions between fibrils seem to play
an important role. New time-resolved X-ray characterization techniques were
used to target the underlying mechanisms, but are found to be limited by the
strong degradation of CNF due to the radiation.

Although the results in this thesis have limited direct applicability, they
provide important fundamental stepping stones towards the possibility to con-
trol fiber orientation in flows and can potentially lead to new tailor-made ma-
terials assembled from a nano-scale.

Descriptors: Fluid mechanics, dispersed particle flows, inertia, non-linear
dynamics, rotary diffusion, characterization techniques.
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Sammanfattning

Flöden med dispergerade partiklar p̊aträffas i m̊anga biologiska, geofysiska men
även i industriella situationer, t.ex. i materialprocesser. I dessa flöden är par-
tiklarna vanligtvis icke-sfäriska och deras rotationsdynamik spelar en viktig roll
för det slutgiltiga materialets egenskaper. Generellt sett är rotationsdynamiken
av en partikel beroende p̊a det lokala flödet i partikelns referensram. I detta
system kan flödet linjäriseras och den lokala hastighetsgradienten avgör hur
partikeln roterar. Huvudsyftet med denna avhandling är att förbättra den
fundamentala kunskapen om rotationsdynamik av icke-sfäriska partiklar rela-
terat till tv̊a specifika processer av biobaserade material.

För det första betraktas flödet av dispergerade cellulosafibrer under pappers-
tillverkning. I denna process är det motiverat att studera tröghetseffekter p̊a en
enskild partikel i ett enkelt skjuv-flöde, p.g.a. höga skjuvhastigheter och fib-
rernas storlek. Genom numeriska simuleringar kombinerat med en stabilitets-
analys har alla stabila rotationstillst̊and till följd av tröghetseffekter i detta
flödesproblem hittats för sfäroidiska partiklar med längd/bredd-förh̊allanden
fr̊an m̊attligt avl̊anga partiklar till tunna diskformade partiklar.

Den andra materialprocessen är produktion av starka cellulosafilament
genom hydrodynamisk upplinjering och sammansättning av dispergerade cellu-
losa-nanofibriller (CNF). Flödet i processen och storleken av dessa partiklar mo-
tiverar studien av upplinjering och rotationsdiffusion av CNF i ett sträckflöde.
P̊a grund av att partiklarna är mindre än ljusets synliga v̊aglängd, är dy-
namiken av CNF sv̊arf̊angad med vanliga optiska tekniker. Med ett nytt stopp-
flödesexperiment har rotationsdiffusionen av CNF mätts genom Polarisations-
mikroskopi. Diffusionsprocessen visar sig vara tämligen komplicerad, där inter-
aktioner med kort räckvidd tycks spela en viktig roll. Nya tidsupplösta karaktär-
iseringstekniker med röntgen har använts för att studera de underliggande
mekanismerna, men dessa visar sig vara begränsade av fibrillernas degradering
till följd av str̊alningen.

Även om resultaten i denna avhandling har begränsad direkt tillämpning,
utgör de viktiga steg mot möjligheten att kontrollera fiberorientering i flöden
och kan potentiellt leda till nya skräddarsydda material byggda fr̊an nanoskala.

Nyckelord: Strömningsmekanik, flöden med dispergerade partiklar, tröghet,
icke-linjär dynamik, rotationsdiffusion, karaktäriseringstekniker.
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Preface

This doctoral thesis will describe the fundamental angular dynamics of non-
spherical particles in linear flow fields. The main motivation is to be able
to improve the production process of materials from cellulose. However, the
results have a wider applicability to any type of dispersed non-spherical par-
ticles. Firstly, the dynamics of a single large particle is studied numerically
in a simple shear flow, which is related to the process of making paper from
millimeter-sized cellulose fibers. Secondly, the dynamics of small particles in a
strain flow is studied experimentally, which is related to the process of making
strong continuous filaments from cellulose nanofibrils. This part of the work
will be focused more on characterization techniques of the nanofibrils, as the
smallness of the particles make them difficult to observe.

The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I starts off with describing some
prerequisite concepts regarding mechanics and non-linear dynamics but also
introduce the reader to the concepts of Brownian diffusion and techniques to
look at small particles. Then the general problem of non-spherical particles in
linear flows will be introduced. Finally, the important results and conclusions
will be presented and discussed, both regarding large particles in shear flow
and small particles in strain flow.

Part II consists of ten papers, which are provided to the reader as addi-
tional material describing the details behind the studies leading up the results
in this thesis. The following papers are presented in Part II:

Paper 1 Tomas Rosén, Fredrik Lundell and Cyrus K. Aidun;
Effect of fluid inertia on the dynamics and scaling of neutrally buoyant particles
in shear flow, J. Fluid Mech. 738, 563-590, 2014.

Paper 2 Tomas Rosén, Minh Do-Quang, Cyrus K. Aidun and Fredrik Lundell;
The dynamical states of a prolate spheroidal particle suspended in shear flow as
a consequence of particle and fluid inertia, J. Fluid Mech. 771, 115-158, 2015.

Paper 3 Tomas Rosén, Minh Do-Quang, Cyrus K. Aidun and Fredrik Lundell;
Effect of fluid and particle inertia on the rotation of an oblate spheroidal par-
ticle suspended in linear shear flow, Phys. Rev. E 91 (5), 053017, 2015.

Paper 4 Tomas Rosén, Jonas Einarsson, Arne Nordmark, Cyrus K. Aidun,
Fredrik Lundell and Bernhard Mehlig;
Numerical analysis of the angular motion of a neutrally buoyant spheroid in
shear flow at small Reynolds numbers, Phys. Rev. E 92 (6), 063022, 2015.
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Paper 5 Tomas Rosén, Arne Nordmark, Cyrus K. Aidun, Minh Do-Quang
and Fredrik Lundell;
Quantitative analysis of the angular dynamics of a single spheroid in simple
shear flow at moderate Reynolds numbers, Phys. Rev. Fluids 1 (4), 044201,
2016.

Paper 6 Tomas Rosén;
Chaotic rotation of a spheroidal particle in simple shear flow, to be submitted.

Paper 7 Tomas Rosén, Yusuke Kotsubo, Cyrus K. Aidun, Minh Do-Quang
and Fredrik Lundell;
Orientational dynamics of a tri-axial ellipsoid in simple shear flow: influence
of inertia, submitted for publication, 2016.

Paper 8 Tomas Rosén, Fredrik Lundell, Stephan V. Roth and L. Daniel
Söderberg;
Evaluating alignment of elongated particles in cylindrical flows through small
angle scattering experiments, manuscript in preparation.

Paper 9 Tomas Rosén, Nitesh Mittal, Krishne Gowda V., Stephan V. Roth,
Peng Zhang, L. Daniel Söderberg and Fredrik Lundell;
Measuring rotary diffusion of dispersed cellulose nanofibrils using Polarized Op-
tical Microscopy, manuscript in preparation.

Paper 10 Tomas Rosén, Nitesh Mittal, Malin Nordenström, Karl M. O. H̊akansson,
Shun Yu, Stephan V. Roth, Peng Zhang, Hiroyuki Iwamoto, Fredrik Lundell
and L. Daniel Söderberg;
On the applicability of time-resolved synchrotron X-ray techniques for studying
rotary diffusion of dispersed cellulose nanofibrils, manuscript in preparation.

October 2016, Stockholm
Tomas Rosén
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I am enough of an artist to draw freely upon my imag-
ination. Imagination is more important than knowledge.
Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the world.

– A. Einstein
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Dispersed particle flows are a natural part of our everyday life, although they
might in many cases go unnoticed. When we talk about dispersed particle flows
or dispersions, we mean any solid objects that moves around in a fluid, which
can be either a liquid or a gas1. Typically in this field of study, the particles
are larger than a nanometer (a dispersion of smaller particles, e.g. molecules, is
usually called a solution) but can range to any imaginable size. Even particles
in the accretion disk around a star, which collide and eventually form planets
(Wilkinson et al. 2008), will obey the same simple set of governing equations
that establish the field of classical Mechanics. To avoid any confusion with the
terminology, the dispersions in this work include both so called colloids and
suspensions.

Colloids usually contain particles of sizes ranging from a nanometer up to
several micrometers. The small size of the particles make them sensitive to
the stochastic collisions of surrounding molecules in the fluid and gravity will
therefore have a negligible effect on their motion even with high density ratios
between particle and fluid.

Suspensions on the other hand, consist of larger particles, where the sur-
rounding fluid can be assumed to be continuous. In this case, careful density
matching is necessary between particles and fluid for the particles not to sedi-
ment under the influence of gravity.

The dispersed particle flows that will be regarded in this work also require
the fluid to be the main mediator of forces between the particles. This rules out
the study of granular flows such as avalanches, landslides, seabed sediments
and formation of sand dunes where particles are constantly in contact with
each other and the fluid only plays a minor role. There is of course not a
strict separation between granular flows and dispersed particle flows. A flow
of mud is an example that can be placed somewhere in between depending on
the water content. We also disregard any form of particles where their own
active propulsion is the main force, i.e. the particles that we consider should

1Note that the name ”dispersion” will in this work only refer to a system of solid particles in
a fluid. It should not be confused with other uses of the word within physics, e.g. describing
the process of mass transfer or describing the dependence of phase velocity on frequency in
wave dynamics.

3



4 1. INTRODUCTION

passively move with/through the fluid. We are thus ruling out flying animals
and airplanes etc.

So what are the typical dispersed particle flows that we encounter? An easy
way of visualizing their actual presence, is to look through a beam of sunlight
entering to a dark room. You will suddenly see that the air that surrounds us
is filled with small particles moving around and for every breath you take, you
will actually inhale a large number of these particles. When solid particles like
this are dispersed in air (or another gas), we call them aerosols. Aerosols can
potentially be harmful, especially if the particles originate from industrial or
vehicle emissions. Elevated concentration of such aerosols in urban areas are
known to cause severe health issues such as decreased lung function, asthma
and cardiovascular diseases (Morawska et al. 1998; Morawska & Zhang 2002).
Other harmful particles also include asbestos particles from isolation material
in buildings that are known to be linked to lung cancer (Miserocchi et al. 2008).
The aerosols do not always harm the environment and can rather help to create
life, such as the case with the spreading of seeds and pollen (Okubo & Levin
1989; Kuparinen et al. 2009).

If we look higher up from the ground, atmospheric aerosols serve as con-
densation nuclei to form clouds. The small condensed droplets act more or less
as solid particles, and their motion in the turbulent flow in clouds is essential
to explain how rain is initiated (Balkovsky et al. 2001; Falkovich et al. 2002).
The droplets can also be turned into a solid phase and the motion of these ice
crystals will influence their growth (Gavze et al. 2012) for example in the upper
part of Cumulonimbus clouds leading to heavy rain and thunderstorms. Atmo-
spheric aerosols also scatter light and thus have an effect on the global climate
and radiation budget (Holländer 1993). Correctly predicting the motion of ash
particles in the atmosphere from large volcanic eruption is also important for
the air traffic, and can help prevent severe social and economical disruption
(Stohl et al. 2011).

In nature we find several examples where the suspending medium is a liquid
rather than a gas. In the oceans, small organisms called plankton are constantly
more or less passively following the fluid motion and their presence is crucial for
all sea living creatures. Their motion in the turbulent regions of the flow can
cause preferential clustering, which affects feeding, mating and capture rates
(Guasto et al. 2012; Pésceli et al. 2012). The orientational motion of elongated
plankton in the upper layers of the ocean also has an effect on the scattered
and reflected light, which affects the maximum depth for photosynthesis to be
possible (Marcos et al. 2011; Guasto et al. 2012).

Within the human body, the dispersed particle flow of blood is crucial for
our survival as it carries nutritions to the cells and oxygen to bodily tissues.
Dispersed in the blood plasma, there are red blood cells (which carry oxygen
from the lungs to the cells), white blood cells (which are important for the
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immune system) and platelets (which are important for the coagulation of
blood). The motion, clustering and migration of these constituents are linked
to lethal diseases such as atherosclerosis (Pozkiridis 2006; Laadhari et al. 2012;
Reasor et al. 2013).

In industrial applications, understanding dispersed particle flows is valu-
able to make certain products. The motion of carbon fibers in flows during
composite molding can be important e.g. for producing lightweight panels for
cars (Le et al. 2008). The motion of carbon nanotubes in polymer composites
can allow us to create innovative materials with high conductivity despite low
carbon content (Lanticse et al. 2006). Coating substrates, such as lacquers
and paints, usually contain dispersed particles that are sprayed onto a surface.
Understanding these flows is important for the design of such spray nozzles in
order to optimize the distribution of the coating substrate (Jen et al. 2005; Li
et al. 2005). In food industry, many products are dispersed particle flows and
the dispersion properties can be linked to the mouth-feel, which in turn is one
of the main feature that a consumer uses to choose between products (Finney
Jr. 1973).

All these examples show that there is a huge potential benefit to under-
stand dispersed particle flows. In some cases, the focus is on how the individual
particles behave and understand deposition rates, migration rates, mixing, pref-
erential clustering, alignment of non-spherical particles etc. In other cases, the
focus is rather on the resulting effect on the dispersion, such as the effective
viscosity and non-Newtonian rheological effects. An example of the latter is
the famous ketchup-effect (Bayod & Willers 2002), where the dispersion seems
to have a lower viscosity when applying stress to it, for example by shaking
the ketchup bottle. This rheological effect is called shear-thinning. Despite
what macroscopic property of the dispersion you are focusing on, the impor-
tant features are determined by the spatial and angular distribution of particles
resulting from fluid forces.

1.1. Making materials from trees

In Sweden, there is very good access to one of the most abundant biobased
material resource in the world, namely wood. The structural properties of
wood is given by cellulose fibers that are held together with hemicelluloses
and lignin. Humanity has for a long time utilized logs and planks of wood as
building material, especially for houses but we can also extract the individual
cellulose fibers of the wood to make the material that we call paper.

The great accessibility to forests in Sweden has made the country the third
largest exporter of wood-based products in the world, such as paper and pulp
(Skogsindustrierna 2015). However, the demand of news printing has decreased
dramatically since the introduction of new connected electronic devices (smart
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phones and tablets). At the same time, the competition in the market is in-
creasing due to new emerging economies being able to export biobased products
on a large scale. The forest industries are thus up against several challenges
in the future. Not only is it beneficial to improve the existing papermaking
process as increased quality and price could lead to important market shares.
It is also interesting to find other innovative products from wood in order to
increase the value added to the raw material. Many important steps have al-
ready been done to make products also from hemicelluloses and lignin, such
as e.g. adhesives and biofuels (Kamm & Kamm 2004). In this work we will
however focus on improving the material processes using cellulose.

1.1.1. Materials from cellulose fibers: papermaking

To make a sheet of paper, cellulose fibers from wood are dispersed in water
in a suspension called paper pulp. The paper pulp is pumped to a headbox
(fig. 1.1a), where the main part is a planar contracting channel that accelerates
the flow and breaks up potential clusters of fibers (fig. 1.1b). The planar
jet of pulp from the headbox is then flowing between two moving permeable
wires, allowing water to be drained from the pulp. During later stages of the
process, the suspension is pressed and dried to remove any remaining water,
and eventually the network of cellulose fibers, called paper, is created. The
cellulose fibers are typically around a millimeter long and tens of micrometers
wide with a density around 1.3 g/m3 (fig. 1.1c).

The strength and stiffness in different directions of the paper are important
product properties. The spatial distribution of fibers should be as homogeneous
as possible, as any density variations also cause points of weakness in the paper.
The orientation of the fibers in the network is also crucial for the quality. If the
fibers are preferentially aligned in one direction, the paper becomes very strong
and stiff in that direction, but weaker in the other direction. The directions of
the fibers in the material are in principle set by their angular dynamics while
exiting the headbox (Lundell et al. 2011).

A significant amount of energy to make paper is also put into the require-
ment to pump the suspension, which in turn is dependent on the effective
viscosity of the suspension. This property determines how easily the suspen-
sion is flowing and is also dependent on the angular dynamics of the particles
in the flow. It is thus beneficial to study how fibers align and rotate in these
types of flows, as this is essential knowledge to improve both the paper quality
and cost.

1.1.2. Materials from cellulose nanofibrils: making cellulose filaments

A typical cellulose fiber to make paper consists of millions and millions of small
cellulose nanofibrils (CNF). Analogous to the properties of a paper sheet, the
strength and stiffness of a cellulose fiber is determined how well the nanofibrils
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Figure 1.1. Illustration of the process to make paper from a
suspension of cellulose fibers; (a) a planar jet of the suspen-
sion hits two permeable wires that allows water to be drained
but fibers to remain between the wires; (b) illustration of the
headbox adapted from Lundell et al. (2011); (c) illustration of
flowing cellulose acetate fibers with the same approximate size
as paper fibers (≈ 0.5 mm), courtesy of K. H̊akansson and M.
Kvick.

are oriented in the fiber direction (Page et al. 1971). A cellulose nanofibril
has the typical length of a micrometer, but only a few nanometers in width
(fig. 1.2c). Thanks to recent progress, the disintegration of wood fibers into
CNF has become much less energy demanding (Pääkkö et al. 2007). This has
opened up the possibility to utilize CNF as a building block for new biobased
materials.
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of the process to make filaments from
a dispersion of cellulose nanofibrils (CNF); (a) the CNF is fo-
cused by two sheath flows containing ions that cause a tran-
sition to an arrested (gel) state and the gel thread is subse-
quently dried to form the filament; (b) illustration of the flow-
focusing device by H̊akansson et al. (2014); (c) transmission
electron microcopy (TEM) image of CNF of size ≈ 0.5 µm.

H̊akansson et al. (2014) presented a method to continuously produce strong
and stiff filaments from a CNF dispersion. This is done in a flow-focusing de-
vice, which essentially is a four-channel crossing with three inlets and one outlet
as illustrated in fig. 1.2a-b. Initially a core flow of CNF is hydrodynamically
aligned in the flow-direction by the incoming (sheath) flows from the sides. By
adding ions to the sheath flows (e.g. through salts or acids), the aligned CNF
are locked in an arrested (gel) state. Finally, the gel thread can be dried to
form a cellulose filament that has similar properties as cellulose fibers in nature
with the same degree of alignment. By increasing the alignment further, these
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filaments have the potential to be as strong and as stiff as glass fibers and could
be used in new bio-degradable composites. Again, the alignment of CNF in the
final product is dependent on how well we can align them in the channel while
in the dispersed state. Understanding the angular dynamics of CNF in these
types of flows can thus lead to improving these new materials even further.

1.2. Objective of the present work

The objective of this work is to build up fundamental knowledge of the angular
dynamics of non-spherical particles in flows. The main motivation are the two
processes described above, which both include elongated particles in flows, but
at different spatial dimensions.

Firstly, when it comes to the large fibers in the papermaking process, many
studies have been devoted to the studies of fiber alignment during the forming
process, (e.g. Hyensjö 2008; Carlsson 2009; Kvick 2014; H̊akansson 2014). A
major part of these studies are also concerning experimental results of a real-
istic flow situation, where conclusions on the physical mechanisms are drawn
from the results. However, as the real experimental situation has many param-
eters affecting the final result, it is difficult to separate the different underlying
physical processes that are involved. From previous work, it has been identified
that the influence of inertia probably plays a crucial role during papermaking.
The intension of the present work is therefore to build up fundamental knowl-
edge about how a single non-spherical particle would behave in an ideal flow
situation when adding inertia.

Secondly, when it comes to the small nanofibrils in the filament process, the
extensive works by H̊akansson et al. (2014); H̊akansson (2015) and H̊akansson
et al. (2016) provide a great starting point. However, from these studies it is
clear that we lack a lot of the basic knowledge on how the particles behave
in these flows. As the CNF are smaller than the visible wavelength of light,
they are also impossible to study using standard optical techniques. In the
present work we will thus mainly focus on experimental characterization of
the dispersed CNF dynamics in order to target the key underlying physical
processes. Future additional studies here could then in detail start building up
new models based on the interpretation of the present results.

Although the main motivation is targeted towards cellulose material pro-
duction, the fundamental approach provided in this work is intended to be
useful for any process containing any non-spherical particles. The work is thus
applicable to many of the dispersed particle flows described earlier in this in-
troduction.
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CHAPTER 2

Prerequisite concepts

This chapter is intended to give a brief introduction to the fields of science nec-
essary to understand the results and conclusions in this thesis. This includes
the field of mechanics, fluid dynamics, dynamical systems theory and Brownian
diffusion. Finally, some experimental techniques to study small dispersed par-
ticles will be introduced. The reader with prior knowledge within these fields
is recommended to jump directly to the next chapter.

2.1. Rigid body mechanics

Consider an object located at position x(t0) = x0 with velocity ẋ(t0) = dx
dt =

v0 at time t = t0. The object is at later times affected by a time-dependent
acceleration ẍ(t) = dẋ

dt . This is enough information to predict the velocity ẋ(t)
through:

ẋ(t) =

∫ t

t0

ẍ(t)dt (2.1)

and the position of the object x(t) through:

x(t) =

∫ t

t0

ẋ(t)dt (2.2)

at any time t. The field of mechanics links forces acting on an object to the
acceleration of that object. By knowing the forces on an object together with
initial conditions we can thus predict the exact motion of the object.

2.1.1. Newton’s laws

In 1687, Isaac Newton presented three simple laws of motion to describe the
motion of objects with mass when they are subject to forces:

1. In a non-accelerating reference system, an object will be at rest or move
with constant velocity ẋ if not subject to an external force.

11
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of a collision between two particles;
in the collision the relation ℘′

A + ℘′
B = ℘A + ℘B holds as the

momentum of the particle system is conserved.

2. An object will be accelerated in proportion to the magnitude of an
external net force F and in the same direction. The magnitude of ac-
celeration ẍ is inversely proportional to the mass m. Mathematically
this is written

F = mẍ. (2.3)

3. For every force from an object A on an object B, there will be a reac-
tion force of the same magnitude and in opposite direction from B on A.

By introducing a quantity ℘ = mẋ that we call momentum, we can rewrite
equation 2.3 as:

F =
d℘

dt
= ℘̇. (2.4)

Consequently, the time derivative of the momentum of an object equals the net
force acting on it. As an example, consider two particles A and B colliding with
momentum (before the collision) ℘A and ℘B, respectively (see fig. 2.1). During
a short collision time ∆t, the particle A is experiencing a force FAB from par-
ticle B, which changes its momentum to ℘′

A. From equation 2.4, we find that
FAB∆t = ℘′

A −℘A. For particle B, we find similarly that FBA∆t = ℘′
B −℘B.

From Newton’s third law, we know that FAB = −FBA, and the two relations
can thus be combined into:

℘′
A + ℘′

B = ℘A + ℘B. (2.5)

This relation shows that the total momentum in the system remains the same
during the collision and is said to be conserved, but the relation is not sufficient
to determine the individual momentum of each particle after collision. We can
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Figure 2.2. Illustration of the principle behind inertial forces
in a translating system of a breaking car (top) and a rotating
system of a carousel (bottom).

still state two things about a closed colliding particle system in the absence of
external forces:

1. The total mass of the particles will be conserved.
2. The total momentum of the particles will be conserved.

If the particle is a rigid body (all points inside the particle have the same rela-
tive distance between each other at any time), a similar conservation law can be
derived from eq. 2.4 for the rotation of the particle. For a particle with inertial
tensor I and angular velocity ω, we introduce a quantity L = Iω, describing
the particle’s angular momentum around its center-of-mass. The time deriva-
tive of the angular momentum equals to the net torque M on acting upon the
particle, i.e.

M = L̇ = Iω̇ + ω × (Iω). (2.6)

Just like the translational motion and conservation of momentum, the angular
momentum is also a conserved quantity for the rotational motion. This means
that the particle can not gain or loose angular momentum without any external
torque.
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2.1.2. Understanding inertia

Suppose that you are traveling with a car with constant velocity as in fig-
ure 2.2a. This system can be referred to as an inertial frame of reference as
any object within the car with mass m subject to a force F will get the ac-
celeration a = F

m relative to the car. As soon as the car starts breaking with
constant acceleration a0 you experience a force pushing you against the seat-
belt. This force is called an inertial force and appears as soon as you step on
the breaks and is exactly equal to Finertia = myoua0. During the deceleration,
the car becomes a non-inertial frame of reference and any object with mass m
subject to force F will instead get the acceleration a = F+ma0

m relative to the
car.

Suppose that you are now sitting in a carousel spinning with constant
angular velocity ω0 as in figure 2.2b. The rotational motion in the inertial
frame of reference is maintained by a centripetal force from the seat causing
a radial acceleration towards the center of the carousel acp. Since you are
constantly accelerated, you and your seat are now in a non-inertial frame of
reference and you feel an inertial force pushing you away from the center. This
force is commonly called a centrifugal force.

The centrifugal forces have important implications for a rigid particle,
which is driven to rotate around an axis. As these inertial forces act on every
single point inside the particle in a direction away from the rotational axis, the
particle will orient itself in such a way that mass is concentrated as far away
from the rotational axis as possible. This consequently leads to a rotation
around the smallest dimension of the particle.

2.2. Fluid dynamics

2.2.1. The Navier-Stokes equations

In a gas, the molecules move around more or less freely according to the dy-
namics described in the previous section, i.e the total momentum of the system
is always conserved as long as no external forces are involved. The momentum
transfer within the gas through collisions is on a macroscopic scale interpreted
as a type of friction or a resistance to deformation of the volume of gas. This
friction is called the dynamic viscosity of the gas µ and is measured in terms
of Pa·s.

In a liquid, the molecules move around similarly as in the gas with con-
served momentum without external forces. However, the interactions between
the molecules is usually more complicated than direct collisions. On a macro-
scopic scale, we can still define a dynamic viscosity µ describing the momentum
transfer within the medium. The dynamics of both gases and liquids are con-
sequently identical and we will instead refer to them as fluids. However, there
is a clear difference between the densities of gases and liquids. Sometimes it is
therefore convenient to scale the dynamic viscosity with the fluid density ρf .
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The quantity ν = µ/ρf is called the kinematic viscosity. In the ideal case, the
fluid viscosity is constant and the fluid is in this case said to be Newtonian.
However, this is a theoretical assumption and is not always true for all real
fluids.

Predicting the motion of more than 1023 molecules usually encountered
in a fluid flow is an impossible task even using the most powerful computers
available today. Instead, the fluid is instead normally treated as a continuum,
meaning that the fluid is a medium that occupies every single point in space.
In every point, the fluid is defined by its velocity u, pressure P , density ρf
and dynamic viscosity µ. If the flow is slow compared to the speed of sound
through the fluid, we can neglect density variations and ρf is constant. The
fluid is then said to be incompressible. Of course the fluid still must obey
the laws of mass and momentum conservation. Applying these principles to a
small control volume in the fluid, we can write the mass conservation criteria as:

∇ · u = 0, (2.7)

and the momentum conservation (with an external volumetric force F) as:

ρf

(
∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u

)
= −∇P + µ∇2u+ F. (2.8)

The left hand side in this equation denotes the rate of change of momentum
in the control volume. The right hand side denotes the volumetric forces on
the control volume from pressure and external forces but also the transport
of momentum from/to the control volume through viscosity. The two equa-
tions describing the mass and momentum conservation of the fluid are called
the isothermal incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Combined with proper
boundary and initial conditions, we can use these equations to predict the ex-
act motion of the fluid. Unfortunately, the nonlinear (u · ∇)u-term makes it
impossible to find an analytical solution to the equations in most cases. Nev-
ertheless, computers nowadays are so powerful that solutions can be found
through numerical integration of these equations.

2.2.2. Fluid-solid interactions

When a fluid is moving towards a solid surface and causing the direction of
the flow to change, we have ultimately changed the momentum of the fluid
(see fig. 2.3a). The change of momentum is caused by a force from the surface
which leads to an increase in the fluid pressure close to the surface. There is
consequently also a reaction force from the fluid on the wall that can be used
for example to drive turbine blades to generate electrical power.

If the fluid is sliding along a solid wall, the direction of the flow is not
changing (see fig. 2.3b). Still there are forces from the fluid on the surface
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Figure 2.3. Schematic illustration of forces between a fluid
and a solid surface; (a) a flow towards a wall gives rise to
pressure forces; (b) a flow parallel to a wall gives rise to a
tangential viscous shear stress τw.

due to transfer of momentum between the solid and the fluid molecules closest
to the wall due to viscosity. The fluid molecules closest to the surface will
consequently in principle be attached to the solid and we call this the no slip
condition. It should be noted, that this is only true if the fluid can be described
as a continuum. The no-slip condition at the surface leads to a boundary layer
forming where the fluid velocity gradually increases towards the free-stream
velocity further away from the solid wall. As the fluid close to the surface has
been slowed down by forces from the solid, the reaction force on the surface is
experienced as a wall shear stress τw. For a flow in x1-direction and x2 as the
wall normal direction, the wall shear stress can be expressed with:

τw = µγ̇we1, (2.9)

where γ̇w = ∂u1/∂x2|x2=0 is the shear rate at the wall.

2.3. Dimensional analysis and dimensionless numbers

The properties of the Navier-Stokes equations presented in the previous sec-
tion are more easily analyzed by writing them down in a non-dimensional form.
Suppose that we want to describe the flow around an object. The dynamics of
the flow will depend on the fluid dynamic viscosity µ, the fluid density ρf , the
size of the object L and/or the incoming fluid velocity U . This is in total four
free physical parameters. Analyzing how the flow is depending on each one of
these individual parameters is however both demanding and unnecessary. The
equations can be simplified by a proper scaling of the equations as explained
through Buckingham’s Π theorem (Buckingham 1914). The theorem states
that any physically meaningful equation with n free physical parameters and k
fundamental dimensions can be rescaled in a way that it only depends on n−k
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non-dimensional parameters. In the field of mechanics, we have mass, length
and time as fundamental dimensions, i.e. k = 3. Since the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions include n = 4 free parameters, we know that the equations can be rescaled
to only depend on one single dimensionless parameter. For our example we ap-
ply the following scalings, where the non-dimensional quantities/operators are
denoted with primes:

u = Uu′

x = Lx′

t = (L/U)t′

∇ = (1/L)∇′.

(2.10)

The pressure gradient can be scaled either with dynamic forces in the flow
∇P = (ρfU

2/L)∇′P ′ (typical for high speed flows) or with the viscous forces
in the fluid ∇P = (Uµ/L2)∇′P ′ (typical for low speed flow). The same scal-
ings will then apply also for external volumetric forces F. The non-dimensional
form of the mass conservation remains the same:

∇′ · u′ = 0. (2.11)

The momentum conservation using the high-speed scaling∇P = (ρfU
2/L)∇′P ′

becomes:

∂u′

∂t′
+ (u′ · ∇′)u′ = −∇′P ′ + µ

ρfUL
∇′2u′ + F′. (2.12)

With the low-speed scaling ∇P = (Uµ/L2)∇′P ′, the momentum conservation
instead takes the form:

ρfUL

µ

(
∂u′

∂t′
+ (u′ · ∇′)u′

)
= −∇′P ′ +∇′2u′ + F′. (2.13)

The equations now only depend on one single non-dimensional parameter called
the Reynolds number :

Re =
ρfUL

µ
=
UL

ν
, (2.14)

and can be seen as a measure of the fluid inertia compared to viscous mo-
mentum diffusion. For example, if the characteristic speed U is very high and
Re → ∞, the viscous term in the high-speed scaled equation (2.12) vanishes.
The dominating inertial forces causes the flow eventually to become turbulent
as small disturbances can not be damped out by viscosity. In the opposite
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case if the characteristic speed U is very low and Re→ 0, the inertial term in
the low-speed scaled equation (2.13) vanishes and the momentum conservation
equation is simplified to:

∇′P ′ = ∇′2u′ + F′. (2.15)

The time-dependency of the flow vanishes and will thus instantly assume a
flow field that balances forces and viscous diffusion of momentum. This flow is
called a Stokes flow.

Suppose now that the object in the flow is a particle with density ρp and
inertial tensor I. It is moving with momentum ℘ and rotating with angular
velocity ω. As the particle tends to move with the local fluid velocity, the
fluid motion relative to the particle can be assumed to be low speed and de-
scribed by equation 2.13 where U now is the characteristic fluid velocity relative
to the particle. The characteristic force on the particle is thus described by
F = L3(Uµ/L2)F ′. With these considerations we can scale the equations of
motion of the particle (eqs. 2.4 and 2.6) by using:

u = Uu′

x = Lx′

t = (L/U)t′

ω = (U/L)ω′

F = ULµF ′

M = UL2µM ′

℘ = ρpUL
3℘′

I = ρpL
5I′.

(2.16)

The resulting equations of motion of the particle then assumes the form:

F ′ =
ρp
ρf

ρfUL

µ

d℘′

dt′
(2.17)

M ′ =
ρp
ρf

ρfUL

µ

[
I′ω̇′ + ω′ × (I′ω′)

]
. (2.18)

The dimensionless group governing this equations is called a Stokes number :

St =
ρp
ρf

ρfUL

µ
=
ρp
ρf
Re. (2.19)
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Centers
Saddle

Figure 2.4. Example of a two-dimensional fluid field behind
a stationary object and corresponding fixed points (centers and
saddles) giving rise to the appearance of the wake.

and can be seen as a measure of the inertia of the particle. If the particle is
extremely light or extremely small, then St → 0 and both right hand sides of
the equations of motion equal to zero. The particle will then instantly adapt
to a motion that gives zero force and zero torque on the particle.

In summary, the fluid around a particle and the resulting motion of the
particle is described by the following set of non-dimensional equations where
the primes now are dropped:

∇ · u = 0

Rep
[
∂u
∂t + (u · ∇)u

]
= −∇P +∇2u+ F

F = Std℘dt

M = St [Iω̇ + ω × (Iω)] .

(2.20)

To specify that the length scale is referring to the particle dimension and the
velocity is referring to the fluid velocity relative to the particle, the Reynolds
number is denoted with a subscript ”p”, i.e. Rep.

2.4. Non-linear dynamics and system reduction

A stationary solution to the Navier-Stokes equations in the previous section
gives a representation of the fluid velocity at given positions in space. Every
point in space is represented by a vector, describing the velocity direction and
magnitude ẋ of a fluid parcel at that particular point x. We can thus describe
the solution with a function ẋ = f(x). By analyzing streamlines in this vector
field, we can sometimes find that the important features of the solution can be
captured by a much simpler dynamical system. The main feature that must be
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Figure 2.5. Description of all types of fixed points in a two-
dimensional vector field with corresponding eigenvalues and
illustration of limit cycles; the terminology is taken from Stro-
gatz (1994).

captured correctly by such a reduced model is the location of fixed (stagnation)
points xs where f(xs) = 0. Around a point xs, the flow field can be linearized
such that f(x−xs) = A(x−xs). The eigenvalues λ and eigenvectors ψ of the
matrix A will give the characteristics of the fixed points.

For example, consider a two-dimensional flow problem as illustrated in
fig. 2.4 illustrating the flow field behind a stationary object. The stationary
point in each one of the recirculating regions are surrounded with nearby trajec-
tories forming closed orbits with angular frequency Ω. The eigenvalues of this
fixed point will then be imaginary with λ1,2 = ±iΩ. The fixed point is called a
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Figure 2.6. The angular dynamics of an elongated particle
can be represented with the vector field on a unit sphere.

center. The other fixed point marked with the arrow in the figure will instead
have real eigenvalues λ1,2 = ±C. Nearby trajectories will approach the point
along the eigenvector corresponding to the negative eigenvalue and diverge from
the point along the eigenvector corresponding to the positive eigenvalue. The
fixed point is then called a saddle. The points in space connecting to the saddle
along the stable and unstable eigenvectors are called the stable and unstable
manifolds of the saddle, respectively.

If a reduced dynamical system has the same fixed points with the same
eigenvalues and eigenvectors as a more complex problem, the qualitative dy-
namics will be the same as the original solution to the flow problem. By chang-
ing certain parameters in the fluid simulation, for example the Reynolds number
Re, we get new solutions to the fluid field, where fixed points have changed
locations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Such a parameter can be introduced
in the reduced dynamical system to capture the correct Re-dependency of the
fixed points. The resulting dynamical model can then be used to predict the
appearance of the flow without a time-consuming direct numerical simulation.

Fixed points in a fluid field are restricted by the incompressibility con-
straint, meaning that all fluid that goes in to a point must also come out.
Mathematically speaking, this means that the sum of the eigenvalues of a fixed
point must equal to zero. In two dimensions, this means that fixed points are
restricted to be either saddles or centers (or degenerate with λ1,2 = 0). In a
general vector field of a dynamical system, this is not necessary and we can also
have stable and unstable fixed points, where all nearby trajectories go either to
or from the point, respectively. Furthermore, instead of the infinite amount of
closed orbits surrounding a center, we can also have trajectories that converge
to or diverge from one single orbit. These orbits are called stable or unstable
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Pitchfork bifurcation
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Homoclinic bifurcation

Figure 2.7. Examples of bifurcations in a two-dimensional
dynamical system with the terminology taken from Strogatz
(1994).

limit cycles, respectively. The different fixed points and limit cycles found in a
general two-dimensional vector field are summarized in figure 2.5.

In this thesis we are focusing on the angular dynamics of a non-spherical
particle in a fluid flow. The orientation of an elongated particle will be rep-
resented by a unit vector along the largest dimension. The dynamics of this
vector can thus be represented by a vector field on a unit sphere1 as illustrated
in figure 2.6. Given parameters of the ambient flow around the particle, the
particle will move according to the resulting vector field on the unit sphere. By
finding the behavior of fixed points in this vector field and how they behave as
we change the flow parameters, we can thus potentially find a reduced model
for the angular motion of the particle. This will be one of the main targets of
this thesis, which will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

1An easy way to think about vector fields on a sphere is by considering wind directions on
planet Earth. Interestingly, any vector field on a sphere must have at least one fixed point;
a fact that is proven by the hairy ball theorem (Eisenberg & Guy 1979). This means that
there must always be one location on Earth where there is no wind. Or in our case, there
must be one orientation of the particle where it remains stationary for all times.
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Figure 2.8. (a) Illustration of the driven damped pendulum;
(b) the dynamics of the pendulum is existing on the surface of
a cylinder.

2.4.1. Bifurcations and transition to chaos

Changing parameters in a simulation of a dynamical system can lead to fixed
points and limit cycles changing characteristics (e.g. a saddle is transformed
into an unstable node), changing stability (e.g. an unstable node is transformed
into stable one) or even appearing/disappearing. Such transitions changes the
qualitative vector field in the dynamical system and are called bifurcations.
The common bifurcations that can be found in a two-dimensional dynamical
system are summarized in figure 2.7 with the terminology taken from Strogatz
(1994). These bifurcations include the saddle-node bifurcation, the pitchfork
bifurcation, the Hopf bifurcation and the homoclinic bifurcation.

So far, we have only considered the typical dynamics in a two-dimensional
dynamical system. Generally in fluid mechanics, the vector fields we are con-
cerned about exist in three dimensions. In such a vector field, additional types
of fixed points exist and the dynamics rapidly becomes more complicated. The
additional dimension also allows for chaotic orbits, where trajectories are fully
deterministic, but will be aperiodic, very sensitive to initial conditions and
consequently very hard to predict. In this introduction, we will not go further
into transition scenarios to chaotic dynamics but rather just state that such
behavior requires the dynamical system to have more than two dimensions. Di-
mensions can be added to a system, for instance through the addition of inertia,
as will be demonstrated with the example of a driven damped pendulum.
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Figure 2.9. Schematic phase diagrams of the free pendulum;
(a) with strong damping; (b) with weak damping; (c) without
damping.

2.4.2. Example: the driven damped pendulum

As an example of a simple dynamical system, we will in this section consider
the motion of a pendulum consisting of a body with mass m attached to a
rigid massless rod with length l with the other end attached at a stationary
point in space. The motion is constrained to a one-dimensional rotation with
angle φ ∈ [−π, π] between the rod and the direction of gravity according to
figure 2.8a. The motion is described by:

ml2φ̈ = −mgl sinφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mgrav.

−Cφ̇︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mdiss.

+Mext., (2.21)

where Mgrav. is the torque provided by gravity, Mdiss. is the dissipative torque
from friction (C is a positive constant) and Mext. is some torque provided from
an external source. Using C/mgl as characteristic time and mgl as character-
istic torque, we can write down the non-dimensional form of the equation as:

m2gl3

C2︸ ︷︷ ︸
St

φ̈ = − sinφ− φ̇+
Mext.

mgl
. (2.22)

The non-dimensional group St is a measure of inertia versus dissipative forces
in the system, just like the Stokes number discussed previously in this chapter.
As the pendulum mathematically can have any angular velocity φ̇ ∈ [−∞,∞]

and the angle φ ∈ [−π, π] is periodic, the dynamics of φ̇ and φ is described on
the surface of an infinitely long cylinder according to figure 2.8b.

2.4.2a. The free and strongly damped pendulum.
First we consider the case when St→ 0 and Mext. = 0. The remaining equation
is simply:
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φ̇ = − sinφ, (2.23)

which means that the pendulum will instantly adapt to the angular velocity
corresponding to its orientation φ. The phase diagram illustrated in figure 2.9a
shows that the dynamics exists only in one dimension (along one single curve
around the cylinder) with a stable fixed point in φ = 0 and an unstable fixed
point in φ = ±π.

2.4.2b. The free and weakly damped pendulum.
If we include inertia in the system, the system is governed by:

Stφ̈ = − sinφ− φ̇. (2.24)

with schematic phase diagram illustrated in figure 2.9b. In this case, there are
trajectories around the full cylinder and the dynamics is thus two-dimensional.
The unstable fixed points at φ = ±π are now saddle points with a stable and
an unstable manifold. The characteristics of the stable fixed point at φ = 0
is characterized by linearizing the system using the small-angle approximation
sinφ ≈ φ:

(
φ̇

φ̈

)
=

(
0 1
− 1
St − 1

St

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

(
φ

φ̇

)
. (2.25)

The eigenvalues of the matrix A are given by:

λ1,2 = − 1

2St
±
√

1

4St

(
1

St
− 4

)
. (2.26)

Since St > 0, the point is always stable as the real part of the conjugate eigen-
values is always negative. If St < 1/4, the eigenvalues will be real and the
trajectories will approach the fixed point along the direction corresponding to
the largest eigenvalue (i.e. the eigenvalue with smallest absolute value). Addi-
tionally, if St is very small, then |λ1| � |λ2|. This means that the dynamics
will quickly converge to the manifold spanned by the eigenvector corresponding
to λ1, which essentially is the same dynamics as the one-dimensional system in
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eq. 2.23. We can thus reduce the dimension by representing the two-dimensional
dynamics with this one-dimensional system2.

If St > 1/4, the eigenvalues will become complex and have spiraling tra-
jectories towards the fixed point. This corresponds to the pendulum making
small oscillations around the vertical direction, which eventually die out.

If we remove damping all together such that St→∞, the system becomes
conservative and the stable fixed point becomes a center with an infinite num-
ber of surrounding periodic orbits according to figure 2.9c. The hypothetical
orbit where the saddle is connecting to itself is called a homoclinic orbit. Note
that the previous time scaling is not appropriate for C = 0, and the scaling of
the equations should rather be done by using

√
l/g as a characteristic time.

2.4.2c. The driven and strongly damped pendulum.
Let us now apply a constant external torque Mext. = M to the pendulum but
applying strong damping compared to the pendulum mass (St = 0), such that
the system is described by:

φ̇ =
M

mgl
− sinφ. (2.27)

Note that time still is scaled with C/mgl. If M > mgl, the pendulum will
instantly adapt to a one-dimensional motion of a periodic rotation with a min-
imum at φ0 = π/2 (see fig. 2.10a). At this orientation the gravitational torque
is largest and counteracting the external torque. The period of this rotation is
found through by integration:

Tlight =

∫ π

−π

dφ

φ̇
=

∫ π

−π

dφ
M
mgl − sinφ

= (2.28)

=

[
2mgl√

M2 − (mgl)2
tan−1 M tan φ

2 +mgl√
M2 − (mgl)2

]π
−π

=
2πmgl√

M2 − (mgl)2

If M < mgl, two fixed points are created where sinφ = M/mgl, where one
is stable and one is unstable (see fig. 2.10b). The dynamical behavior of the
pendulum is thus restricted to a motionless state where gravitational torque
balances the external torque. The transition from this periodic state to a steady

2In fluid dynamics, a dynamical state usually consists of a large number of eigenvectors or
eigenmodes. However, an eigenvalue analysis might reveal that most modes have eigenvalues

which are negative with very large absolute values. This means that these modes quickly die
out and the dynamics might be governed by only a few eigenmodes, which can be captured
with a reduced model. In some cases, if the modes are non-normal, there can be an initial
transient growth of the modes even though all of them are decaying (Schmid & Henningson

2012).
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Figure 2.10. Schematic phase diagrams of a driven damped
pendulum; (a) M > Mc and St→ 0; (b) M < Mc and St→ 0;
(c) M > Mc and St → ∞; (d) M < Mc and St . Stc; (e)
M < Mc and St = Stc; (f) M < Mc and St & Stc; the blue
area in the figure show the conditions enclosed by the stable
manifold (SM) of the saddle lead to the steady state; one of
the unstable manifolds (UM) lead to the periodic orbit and
one leads to the steady state.
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state is called an infinite-period saddle node bifurcation. The (non-dimensional)
period of the orbit at M . mgl can be approximated with:

Tlight,M→Mc
≈
√

2Mcπ√
M −Mc

, (2.29)

where Mc = mgl is the critical value of the torque. Here we see the typical
characteristics of a an infinite-period saddle node bifurcation, which is that the
period always diverges according to T ∝ (β−βc)−1/2 for any parameter β that
leads to the bifurcation at βc.

2.4.2d. The strongly driven and weakly damped pendulum.
Suppose now that the torque is larger than the torque provided by gravity,
i.e. M > mgl. We also assume now that the pendulum is heavy such that
St→∞. The angular acceleration of the heavy pendulum will gradually tend
to zero and the angular velocity will approach a constant value of φ̇ (see fig-
ure 2.10c). This constant (non-dimensional) angular velocity is given by the
value that gives zero integrated torque around an orbit:∫ π

−π
Mtot.dφ =

∫ π

−π
− sinφ− φ̇+

M

mgl
dφ = 2π

(
M

mgl
− φ̇

)
= 0, (2.30)

which leads to a (non-dimensional) period of:

Theavy =
2πmgl

M
. (2.31)

There is thus a gradual transition from period Tlight to Theavy as St→∞ and
inertia of the pendulum overcomes the damping forces. As a critical number
of this transition, one can choose St0.5 which is defined as the St where the
period is TSt0.5 = 0.5(Tlight + Theavy).

2.4.2e. The general driven and damped pendulum.
Now we consider the case of using the full equation 2.21 to describe the driven
damped pendulum. Just like the strongly damped case, there are also fixed
points created at M = Mc = mgl for the weakly damped pendulum, i.e. at
high St. The period does however not diverge at this location and a periodic
rotation can be found even at M < Mc. The reason is that the damping is
not sufficient to stop the pendulum and the inertia of the pendulum causes it
to remain in a periodic motion. Still, if the pendulum is released close to the
stable fixed point, it will approach this steady state. Consequently, the system
is said to be bistable as both a periodic solution and a steady state co-exist.
If the pendulum is in a periodic motion and we reduce St, the period will
eventually diverge at a critical value St = Stc (and M < Mc) the steady state
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Figure 2.11. Schematic state space of the driven damped
pendulum given different inertia St and external torque M ;
three types of bifurcations can occur in the system: an infinite-
period saddle node bifurcation (IP-SN), a saddle node bifur-
cation (SN) and a homoclinic bifurcation (HC).

is the only long term solution. The bifurcation when going from a bistable
state to a steady state is called a homoclinic bifurcation and is illustrated with
the schematic phase diagrams in figures 2.10d-f.

At St < Stc, the two fixed points are created and as long as M < Mc both
unstable manifolds of the saddle lead to the stable fixed point as illustrated
in figure 2.10d. At St = Stc, the stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle
merge to form a homoclinic orbit, where the saddle connects to itself (see fig-
ure 2.10e). At St > Stc, the system is bistable with both steady state and a
periodic orbit co-existing. One of the unstable manifolds of the saddle leads to
the periodic orbit, but the other leads to the steady state (see fig. 2.10f). The
stable manifold of the saddle now is a delimiter between trajectories that lead to
the periodic orbit and the steady state, respectively. Close to the homoclinic
bifurcation at St = Stc, the square-root scaling seen for the infinite-period
saddle node bifurcation does not hold as φ̇(φ) is non-differentiable close to the
saddle. Instead, it can be shown that the period close to a homoclinic bifurca-
tion diverges as T ∝ ln |St− Stc| (Strogatz 1994).

The example presented in this section of the driven damped pendulum is a
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rich dynamical system, which is easy to understand as one can have a physical
intuition about the dynamics. The fact is that this dynamical system also is
relevant for many other dynamical systems within physics, which can be more
difficult to grasp. Strogatz (1994) showed for example that the description of
the quantum mechanical tunneling of Cooper pairs in superconducting Joseph-
son junctions followed the exact same behavior as a driven damped pendulum.
In this thesis we will later on show that this simple model also is very useful
for describing the motion of an elongated particle in a simple shear flow.

2.5. Brownian motion of small dispersed particles

The prerequisite concepts so far will aid us in the study of large particles in flu-
ids. With ”large”, we mean particles around which the continuum assumption
of the fluid is reasonable to apply. As the particle becomes smaller and smaller,
this assumption starts to fail and the particles will move in a way that is dif-
ferent from the motion predicted by the equations presented in section 2.1-2.3.

The study of the motion of small particles suspended in fluids dates back
to the the botanist Robert Brown who in 1827 observed that particles inside
pollen grains in water were performing a jittery motion. The theory behind the
observation was later explained by Einstein (1905) as being the result of the
stochastic motion of individual water molecules constantly hitting the larger
particles from either side. This was seen as a proof that matter indeed was not
continuous and instead consisting of atoms and molecules. Later experimental
evidence of this motion by Jean Perrin was awarded with a Nobel Prize in
Physics in 1926. The phenomena is known nowadays as Brownian motion. If
we release a number of very small particles at one particular position in a glass
of water, we will consequently observe that the Brownian motion will cause
the average distances between particles to increase up to the point where the
concentration of particles is the same in the whole glass. This macroscopic
process of many particles is referred to as Brownian diffusion. The transla-
tional Brownian diffusion coefficient Dt,B for a spherical particle with radius
R suspended in a liquid with dynamic viscosity µ at temperature T is given
through Einstein’s theory by:

Dt,B =
kBT

6πµR
, (2.32)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The higher the temperature and the
smaller the particle, the higher the rate of diffusion will be. If the particle
is non-spherical, the same type of stochastic motion also has an effect on the
orientation of the particle. Just like the diffusing particles in the glass will
eventually fill up the real space, a set of aligned particles will over time fill
up the orientation space. This process is analogously called Brownian rotary
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Figure 2.12. Illustration of diffraction limitations in a mi-
croscope; as the particle becomes smaller and is illuminated
by the same light source, diffraction will eventually cause the
particle to be indistinguishable.

diffusion and will be governed by a Brownian rotary diffusion coefficient Dr,B

and is the topic of study in this work.

2.6. Looking at small things

2.6.1. Characterizing motion of particles through microscopy

One of the main difficulties with studying diffusion of particles below 1 µm
is that they become smaller than the visible wavelength of light and thus not
distinguishable in a standard optical microscope (see fig. 2.12). The minimum
size of a distinguishable object in a microscope is limited by light diffraction
(Abbe 1873; Rayleigh 1879). The Rayleigh criterion is stating that the smallest
distinguishable length scale of an object is approximately L = λ/2An, where An
is the numerical aperature of the imaging lens (typically around An ≈ 1) and λ
is the wavlength of the light source. For example, using a visible light source of
λ = 500 nm, means that we can distinguish objects with dimensions larger than
250 nm. To actually visualize smaller objects, one could use smaller wavelength
such as X-rays, but these microscopes are less accessible and are more prone
to damaging the sample. Other techniques, such as Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) or Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) can be used to visualize objects on the level of individual
atoms, but are usually restricted to solid samples and can not easily be used
to look at the motion of dispersed particles in fluids.
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Figure 2.13. (a) Illustration of the double-slit experiment;
(b) illustration of the single-slit experiment (c) illustration of
the inverse experiment of the double-slit with two elongated
particles.

An anisotropic distribution of non-spherical particles can however com-
pletely change the macroscopic optical properties of the dispersion. For exam-
ple, light polarized in one direction might experience a different refractive index
through the sample than light polarized in another direction. This property
is called birefringence and measuring this can also reveal the rotary diffusion
of the anisotropic particles causing this optical behavior (e.g. Van Gurp 1995).
The characterization technique is often referred to as Polarized Optical Mi-
croscopy (POM). The birefringence property is something that we can utilize
also for our dispersed cellulose nanofibrils mentioned in section 1.1.2 and the
details of the technique will be described later in chapter 5.
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2.6.2. Characterizing motion of particles through light scattering

As mentioned, one of the main problems of utilizing microscopy techniques for
studying small particles in fluids is that the diffraction of light makes the par-
ticles appear blurry. The light scattered from the dispersed particles, causing
diffraction and interference, can however be used to our advantage.

In the early 19th century, Thomas Young demonstrated through his famous
double-slit experiment that light behaves like a wave. By letting coherent light3

pass through two narrow slits, an interference pattern of bright and dark regions
is seen on a detector behind the experiment (see fig. 2.13a). However, even if
we would send one photon at a time (with same wavelength and direction
as before), we still get the same pattern from the collected photons on the
detector when sampling over time. This strange behavior is referred to as
the wave-particle duality. The photon might be emitted as a single particle,
but at the double-slit, the photon behaves as a wave and interferes with itself
4. The photon is however only detected once and with higher probability
in the bright regions on the detector, referring to the previous experiment
with coherent light. Furthermore, the same property can be utilized also for
elementary particles with mass such as electrons or neutrons, as these particles
also experience this wave-particle behavior.

Now if we assume that the distance between the slits is adjustable and
constantly varying over time. Changing the distance between the slits, means
that we consequently change the distance between the dark and bright regions
on the detector (Young & Freedman 2016). Using coherent light we can get
instantaneous representations of the slit configurations and record the dynamic
behavior of the slits. However, if the detector has a long exposure time, the
small maxima and minima caused by interference will smear out and we would
get a pattern resembling single-slit diffraction as illustrated in fig. 2.13b. With a
partly coherent light source, we would get a similar effect where dark and bright
regions will smear out even with fast exposure of the detector. Consequently,
we can only record average quantities over time, for example the orientation of
the slits.

Now we consider the inverse double-slit experiment, i.e. we replace the two
slits with solid matter and the rest of the plate with air, we would observe the
exact same interference pattern due to Babinet’s principle5 (Stribeck 2007) as
illustrated in fig. 2.13c. This could be a good representation of two elongated
particles moving in air. Again, with coherent light we will record an interfer-
ence pattern from which we can deduce the motion of the particles and with
incoherent light we can only get average properties of the particles. Again, if

3Coherent light means monochromatic (one single wavelength) and propagating from a point

source (i.e. with planar or radial waves).
4A nice pedagogical experiment to demonstrate this phenomenon was presented by Dimitrova
& Weis (2008)
5The pattern will be the same except for the forward beam intensity.
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the two particles are moving faster than the exposure time of the detector, the
dynamic interference pattern from the coherent light will smear out and also
represent average quantities over time and the degree of coherence will be less
important.

The difference between probing with coherent and incoherent light when
having a moving sample is showing the fundamental difference between Static
and Dynamic light scattering (SLS and DLS). With SLS, we can deduce the
average shape and orientation of particles and there is not so high demand for
low exposure time and high coherence. In DLS, the light scattered from the
illuminated sample of dispersed particles is essentially a representation of the
particle distribution in reciprocal space through a Fourier transform. There-
fore, measuring fluctuations in the interference pattern is in principle a measure
of the spatial fluctuations of particle locations in the illuminated sample. The
typical DLS-technique to investigate these fluctuations is commonly referred to
as Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). DLS together with PCS has been a
well-established technique to measure the translational diffusion coefficients of
small particles by utilizing coherent light from visible laser light sources (Berne
& Pecora 2000). By inserting the the translational diffusion coefficient in the
Einstein relation in eq. 2.32, we can determine the effective particle size thr-
ough the effective hydrodynamic radius R. The rotary diffusion coefficient can
also be obtained by placing linear polarization filters in vertical and horizontal
placement on each side of the sample, respectively. This technique is called
Depolarized dynamic light scattering (DDLS).

There are however some drawbacks to using SLS/DLS with visible laser
light when it comes to the nanofibril-systems of interest in the present work.
The scattering pattern is recorded on a detector at a certain value of the scat-
tering vector q defined as:

q =
4π

λ
sinϕ, (2.33)

where λ is the wavelength of light and 2ϕ is the angle between incoming and
scattered light. The maximum scattering vector is thus limited to qmax = 4π/λ.
This in principle also sets the minimum size of observable structures, which is
close to q−1

max. It is possible to study the dynamics of smaller particles, but
only as long as the concentration is low such that the probed length scales
(referring to distances between particles) remain large and that effects from
multiple scattering can be neglected. However, for our nanofibril-system, this
is not feasible as we want to study the true dynamics of length scales ranging
from the minor to the major dimension of the nanofibril in industrial processes
with fairly high concentrations.

To overcome the problem of the limited scattering vector, more interest has
been directed towards the use of X-rays as the light source. New synchrotron
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radiation sources have now opened up the possibility to perform SLS using
X-rays with almost an unlimited q-range (Stribeck 2007). The relevant length
scales for nano-particles are also within such a low scattering angle that we
can apply the small angle assumption of sinϕ ≈ ϕ. The corresponding SLS-
technique is thus referred to as Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). If we
want to probe length scales within each individual fibril, we need a large q and
thus a larger angle. The technique is the called Wide angle X-ray scattering
(WAXS). In modern days, there has also been tremendous development that
have enabled the possibility to perform DLS/PCS using coherent X-rays, i.e.
X-ray Photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS). Again, the main problem of
the X-ray techniques is that they tend to damage organic material. In the
present work we will dive deeper into the possibility to utilize these techniques
to characterize the diffusive dynamics of the dispersed cellulose nanofibrils.
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CHAPTER 3

Non-spherical particles in fluids: a simple approach

In this chapter, we will go through a simple approach to describe particles in
viscous fluids. This approach is generally applicable if the particles are too
small for inertial effects and too big for Brownian effects.

The governing equations when simulating particles in fluids is generally
given by the non-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations describ-
ing the dynamics of a fluid with kinematic viscosity ν and density ρf :

∇ · u(E) = 0

∂u(E)

∂t + (u(E) · ∇)u(E) = −∇P + 1
Re∇2u(E) + F.

(3.1)

These equations describe the evolution of the fluid velocity in a fixed Eulerian
frame-of-reference u(E) and pressure P when subject to volumetric forces F.
The equations are non-dimensionalized using a characteristic length and veloc-
ity U and L of the flow and ρfU

2 as a characteristic pressure. This yields a
Reynolds number of:

Re =
UL

ν
, (3.2)

describing the typical influence of inertia on the fluid motion. When the fluid
is moving at high speed, we usually encounter high values of Re and the flow
can be fully turbulent. Even though the flow field can be macroscopically
very complicated, the flow field might look very different if observed from the
particle frame of reference.

3.1. A Lagrangian viewpoint

Let us now pretend that we are an observer with similar size as a suspended
particle and observing the fluid field when moving along the center-of-mass
the particle (see fig. 3.1). We assume the concentration of particles to be very
low, i.e. the suspension is dilute, so we as an observer can not spot any nearby
particles. If the particle is considered very small compared to fluid scales, we
will mainly see a slow fluid moving around the particle, and we can describe

37
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Figure 3.1. (a) In a general flow field with velocity u(E)

a particle center-of-mass is located at x
(E)
cm in the Eulerian

coordinate system x(E) and moving with velocity U
(E)
p ; (b)

from the particle frame-of-reference we observe the fluid ve-

locity u = u(E) − U (E)
p in the particle coordinate system

x = x(E) − x(E)
cm ; (c) within the particle frame-of-reference,

we denote a body-fixed rotated coordinate system x′ = Rx,
where the rotation matrix R describes the orientation of the
particle with corresponding Euler angles θ, φ and ψ.
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the flow using the low-speed scaling of the Navier-Stokes equations:

∇ · u = 0

Rep
[
∂u
∂t + (u · ∇)u

]
= −∇P +∇2u+ F,

(3.3)

where u now refers to the non-dimensional fluid velocity as seen from the
particle. This velocity is found through the Galilean transformation of the fluid

velocity u = u(E) −U (E)
p , where U

(E)
p is the particle velocity. The equations

are scaled using the major dimension of the particle l and the typical fluid
velocity seen from the particle U as characteristic length and velocity. The
pressure is now thus scaled using ρfνU/l.

If the particle center-of-mass velocity U
(E)
p is not the same as the undis-

turbed fluid velocity1 u
(E)
cm at the particle center-of-mass, we will observe a net

flow velocity around the particle. The characteristic velocity can be defined as

U = |u∗(E)
cm − U∗(E)

p | where the asterisk denotes the value of the dimensional
quantity. This results in a translational particle Reynolds number of (Crowe
et al. 2012; Guazzelli & Morris 2012):

Rep,trans. =
|u∗(E)

cm −U∗(E)
p |l

ν
. (3.4)

If the particle is placed in a strong gradient of the fluid velocity, the particle
rather sees the difference in fluid velocity along the particle length ∆U as the
characteristic velocity. This results in a rotational particle Reynolds number of:

Rep,rot. =
∆Ul

ν
. (3.5)

Furhtermore, we will only (to first order approximation) observe a linear ve-
locity gradient and the fluid field far away from the particle (as |x| → ∞ with
x being a position vector from the particle center-of-mass) is described by:

u = u(E)
cm −U (E)

p + Jx, (3.6)

where J is the local linear (non-dimensional) velocity gradient matrix:

1Note that this velocity is not easily defined but can be approximated using the average fluid

velocity in the vicinity of the particle.
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J =


∂u1

∂x1

∂u1

∂x2

∂u1

∂x3

∂u2

∂x1

∂u2

∂x2

∂u2

∂x3

∂u3

∂x1

∂u3

∂x2

∂u3

∂x3

 . (3.7)

Through the no-slip condition on the particle surface u = ω × xsurf (with
particle angular velocity ω and xsurf as a position vector from the particle
center-of-mass to the particle surface; both quantities non-dimensional), vis-
cous forces from the fluid are transferred to the particle surface giving rise to a
force F and a torque M on the particle that can be used to derive the particle
equations of motion:

F = Sttrans.
d℘

dt
(3.8)

M = Strot. [Iω̇ + ω × (Iω)] . (3.9)

Here, ℘ and I are the non-dimensional particle momentum and inertial ten-
sor, respectively. The additional scaling required to non-dimensionalize these
equations is the inertial tensor element ρpl

5, where ρp is the particle density.
The inertial terms in the particle equations are governed by the translational
Stokes number:

Sttrans. =
ρp
ρf
Rep,trans. (3.10)

and the rotational Stokes number

Strot. =
ρp
ρf
Rep,rot.. (3.11)

Generally in this work, we will assume that Rep,trans. is low due to the particle
assuming the same velocity as the surrounding fluid, which is reasonable for
suspension flows with constant velocity, straight streamlines and no sedimen-
tation. This means that we can set Rep,trans. = 0 in the equations above. The
flow problem that is targeted in the remainder of this work is described by the
following set of equations:

∇ · u = 0

Rep
(
∂u
∂t + (u · ∇)u

)
= −∇P +∇2u+ F,

(3.12)
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with boundary conditions:

u = ω × x (3.13)

on the particle surface x = xsurf and

u = Jx, (3.14)

as |x| → ∞. The particle rotation is given by:

M = St [Iω̇ + ω × (Iω)] , (3.15)

where the torque M is given by the stresses from the fluid and the volumet-
ric reaction force on the fluid is included in F in eq. 3.12. The important
dimensionless numbers governing the flow problem is thus Rep = Rep,rot. and
St = Strot.. For a general linear flow field described by the dimensional ve-
locity gradient tensor J∗, we will use the convective time scale throughout this
work as (Candelier et al. 2016):

τconv. = [Tr(J∗>J∗)]−1/2. (3.16)

The characteristic velocity scale of the flow problem is thus ∆U = l/τconv. and
the particle Reynolds number and Stokes number are consequently given by:

Rep =
l2
√

Tr(J∗>J∗)
ν

, St =
ρp
ρf
Rep. (3.17)

It should be stated here that in any practical situation on earth, these equations
only apply as Rep = St, i.e. ρf = ρp, since we otherwise would get sedimenta-
tion in the presence of gravity and consequently a non-zero Rep,trans..

3.1.1. The ellipsoidal particle

The present work concerns the motion of non-spherical particles in flows and
mainly relating to the production of cellulose material as described in the in-
troduction. Although the true shapes might be irregular, we will focus on
generality and approximate the shape of particles as ellipsoids. The general
ellipsoidal particle is given by:

x′21
k2
a

+
x′22
k2
b

+
x′23
k2
c

=
1

4
, (3.18)

where (x′1, x
′
2, x
′
3) refer to the (non-dimensional) coordinates in the body-fixed
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system (see fig 3.1b) and scaled using the length of the particle major dimension
l. The coefficients ka, kb, kc ≤ 1 denote the aspect ratios of the three axes, where
at least one of them should equal to 1.

To characterize the particle orientation, we use the x3-x2-x1 rotation of the
coordinates, with Euler angles θ, φ and ψ. This yields the following transfor-
mation with rotation matrix R (Landau & Lifshitz 1969):

x′ = Rx =


c1c2 c1s2s3 − c3s1 s1s3 + c1c3s2

c2s1 c1c3 + s1s2s3 c3s1s2 − c1s3

−s2 c2s3 c2c3

x (3.19)

with

c1 = cos θ

c2 = cos(φ− π
2 )

c3 = cosψ

s1 = sin θ

s2 = sin(φ− π
2 )

s3 = sinψ.

(3.20)

The resulting angles are illustrated in figure 3.1b2. The unit vector along the
x′1-direction will be used to characterize the particle direction:

p = e′1 = (sinφ cos θ, sinφ sin θ, cosφ). (3.21)

The inertial tensor of the ellipsoidal particle is given by:

ρpl
5I = ρpl

5πkbkc
120


k2
b + k2

c 0 0

0 k2
a + k2

c 0

0 0 k2
a + k2

b

 , (3.22)

2Note that the definition of the angles here is different than the definition presented in papers

1-4, where the angles θ and φ are swapped
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where I is the non-dimensional inertial tensor that is used in eq. 3.15.

The main target of the present work is to describe the motion of elongated
particles where one dimension is much larger than the other two. These parti-
cles can be approximated with elongated ellipsoids with rotational symmetry,
so called prolate spheroids. In this case, ka = 1, and kb = kc = r−1

p , where
rp > 1 is used as the particle aspect ratio. When we talk about a slightly
tri-axial prolate spheroid, we will use ka = 1 and kb & kc.

If we consider the opposite case of particles, where one dimension is much
smaller than the other two, we can instead approximate the shape as a disc-
shaped ellipsoid with rotational symmetry, a so called oblate spheroid. In this
case, we use kb = kc = 1 and ka = rp, where now rp < 1 is used as the particle
aspect ratio.

The full range of rp ∈ (0,∞) will thus cover all spheroids from thin discs
(rp → 0) to spheres (rp = 1) to slender fibers (rp →∞).

3.2. Jeffery’s equations

If we neglect all fluid and particle inertia Rep = St = 0, we arrive at the fol-
lowing set of equations:

∇ · u = 0

∇P = ∇2u,

(3.23)

with boundary conditions:

u = ω × x, as x = xsurf (3.24)

u = Jx, as |x| → ∞. (3.25)

The particle equation of motion reduces to:

M = 0. (3.26)

These equations state that the particle will instantly adopt the rotational mo-
tion that gives zero torque. Note that the angular velocity and orientation of
the particle is included in the boundary conditions. This will lead to an instant
adaption of the flow field to the particle rotation as well. Consequently, the
angular velocity of the particle will only be dependent on the orientation of
the particle with respect to the linear flow field. Exactly this was realized by
Jeffery (1922) who solved this set of equations. Firstly, he derived expressions
of the torque M on an ellipsoidal particle in a linear flow in the absence of
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x1
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x3

Figure 3.2. Illustration of various Jeffery orbits of a prolate
spheroid with rp = 4 in a simple shear flow at Rep = St = 0.

inertia depending on the particle orientation and angular velocity. Secondly,
using M = 0, he arrived at expressions of the angular velocity as function of
particle orientation.

3.2.1. The simple shear flow

A flow that Jeffery (1922) took special interest in is the simple shear flow.
The fluid is then flowing in one direction (we choose the x1-direction), with
the flow field only varying in one of the transversal directions (we choose the
x2-direction). The velocity gradient matrix can thus be written (dimensional
form denoted with asterisk):

J∗ = γ̇J = γ̇


0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

 , (3.27)
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and the characteristic velocity scale for the problem is ∆U = γ̇l. The quantity
γ̇ is the dimensional value of ∂u1

∂x2
and called the shear rate.

The simple shear flow is not only relevant for any flow with parallel stream-
lines (such as the example in fig. 3.1), it also the typical flow field in a rheometer
used to measure the effective viscosity of a suspension. Jeffery (1922) found
that if the particle was axi-symmetric, i.e. a spheroid, the motion is given by
(scaled with shear rate γ̇):

θ̇ = −(r2
p + 1)−1(r2

p sin2 θ + cos2 θ) (3.28)

φ̇ =
1

4

r2
p − 1

r2
p + 1

sin 2θ sin 2φ. (3.29)

Analyzing the integrated motion in time, one finds that the particle performs
periodic orbits according to figure 3.2. Each orbit is associated with a con-
served quantity C, called the orbit constant, defined as

C = r−1
p tanφ

√
r2
p sin2 θ + cos2 θ. (3.30)

To avoid the divergence as φ→ π/2, we use here the normalized orbit constant:

Cn =
C

C + 1
. (3.31)

There are an infinite amount of orbits corresponding to values Cn ∈ [0, 1], and
the orbit is fully determined by the initial orientation of the particle. The
limiting case of Cn = 0, where the particle is aligned in the vorticity direc-
tion, is called spinning or sometimes log-rolling3. The limiting case of Cn = 1,
where the particle performs an intermittent motion in the flow-gradient plane,
is called tumbling. For all orbits, the rotation period is the same and equals to

TJ = 2π(rp + r−1
p ). (3.32)

When the particle is a slender fiber, at rp →∞, most of the orbits go very close
to an alignment with the flow direction. Moreover, the long period means that
the particle also spends almost all of its time in this orientation. Although
the analysis was strictly performed for the spheroidal shape, it was actually
shown later by Bretherton (1962), that the same analysis applies for almost all
axi-symmetric particles given an equivalent aspect ratio rp,eq.. For cylindrical

3The term log-rolling might however not be suitable for the disc-shaped oblate spheroid,

which does not bear any resemblance to a log.
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Figure 3.3. Intrinsic viscosity η as function of aspect ratio
rp for spinning (Cn = 0) and tumbling (Cn = 1) according to
Jeffery (1922).

particles of aspect ratio (length/width) rp,cyl., it was semi-empirically shown
by Harris & Pittman (1975) that they behaved as spheroids with an equivalent
aspect ratio of:

rp,eq. = 1.14r0.844
p,cyl.. (3.33)

If the particle is tri-axial, the equations of motion are much more compli-
cated. It was actually shown later by Hinch & Leal (1979); Yarin et al. (1997)
and in recent work by Einarsson et al. (2016) that the slightly tri-axial prolate
spheroid can perform a chaotic rotational motion even in absence of inertia.

3.2.2. Implications for rheology

When a volume of fluid is sheared, the amount of work needed to deform the
volume is proportional to the fluid viscosity. If the fluid volume includes a
particle, some additional work is needed to maintain the same shear rate since
the particle does not deform in the same way as the fluid. This results in a
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suspension viscosity that is seemingly higher than the fluid viscosity. This ef-
fective viscosity can be described by:

νeff. = ν(1 + ηΦ) (3.34)

where Φ is the particle volume fraction and η is the intrinsic viscosity. For a
spherical particle, Einstein (1906, 1911) found that the intrinsic viscosity was
η = 2.5. For spheroids, each orbit Cn corresponds to a single value of η when
integrating over the full period as found by Jeffery (1922). His result for the
tumbling motion (Cn = 1) and spinning motion (Cn = 0) are illustrated in
figure 3.3. Note that the tumbling motion of a prolate spheroid (rp > 1) gives
a much higher value of the intrinsic viscosity than the case of the same spheroid
in a spinning motion. The opposite is true for the oblate spheroids (rp < 1).
The type of rotational state that the particle adopts has thus large implications
on the effective suspension viscosity.

3.2.3. Other types of linear flows

The case of a shear flow can be seen as a very special case of linear flow, since
all three eigenvalues of the matrix J equal zero. Any linear flow field can be
decomposed into an anti-symmetric part O and a symmetric part S according
to:

O =
J− J>

2
(3.35)

S =
J + J>

2
. (3.36)

The anti-symmetric part describes a pure rotational flow with imaginary eigen-
values, and a the particle will thus just rotate with the fluid if placed in this
flow. The symmetric part is describing a strain flow with real eigenvalues. A
particle placed in this kind of flow will tend to align with its major axis in
the eigenvector direction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. A shear flow
is a special case when these two types of flows (rotation and strain) are both
contributing equally to the motion. The strain part will always try to align
the particle with the dominating eigenvector, while the rotation part drives
the particle away from this direction. The result is that the particle gets the
stretched-out periodic orbits seen in figure 3.2.

If we have a flow that is dominated by the fluid acceleration, as for ex-
ample in the flow-focusing device to make filaments from cellulose nanofibrils
(fig. 1.2), the flow field in the particle frame-of-reference will resemble a pure
strain flow in the acceleration direction. The particle will thus tend to align
with its major axis in this direction. How strongly the spheroidal particle is re-
acting to the strain field is dependent on the particle aspect ratio. It was found
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by Bretherton (1962) and later clarified by Einarsson (2015) that the Jeffery dy-
namics of a spheroid is captured by the simple system for an arbitrary vector q:

q̇ =

(
O +

r2
p − 1

r2
p + 1

S

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

q. (3.37)

The dynamics of the spheroid symmetry axis p is obtained through the nor-
malization:

p =
q

|q| . (3.38)

The dynamical behavior of the symmetry axis, if it is aligning or rotating,
is thus given by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of B (defined in eq. 3.37)
as described by Einarsson (2015). The resulting form of the Jeffery equations
describing the evolution of the symmetry axis p is given by Einarsson (2015) as:

ṗ = P

(
Op+

r2
p − 1

r2
p + 1

Sp

)
, (3.39)

where the matrix P projects the dynamics on the unit sphere and is given by
P = 1− pp>.

3.3. An Eulerian viewpoint

Stepping back into the fixed Eulerian frame-of-reference, we can now define
how an ellipsoidal particle will move through the fluid when neglecting particle
and fluid inertia. Since the particle will instantly adopt the motion that gives
zero force and torque, the particle center-of-mass will move like a fluid parcel
and the orientational dynamics is given by the instantaneous gradients along
the streamline through the expressions by Jeffery (1922). There will also be no
reaction forces back on the fluid and the flow will be unaffected by the particles.
The result is that we can decouple the fluid motion completely from the particle
motion. This has enabled the usage of Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT)
methods where the fluid field is initially simulated without particles present
(e.g. Givler et al. 1983). The motion of the particles can then be simulated
later on top of the already simulated flow field.

Performing LPT on real suspension flows might however be very demand-
ing when the numbers of particles are huge. Therefore, one might resort to
statistical methods where we instead simulate the evolution of an orientation
probability function Ψp(x(E), t). This function thus tells us the probability to

find a particle with a certain orientation p at position x(E) and time t. The evo-
lution of this function is commonly given by a type of Fokker-Planck (advection-
diffusion) equation, called the Smoluchowski equation. Since our description
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Figure 3.4. Schematic illustration showing the Rep- and
Pe-ranges of different wood materials depending on the size;
the ranges are drawn by assuming a convective time scale of
τconv. = 1 s and a surrounding medium of water at room tem-
perature; the shaded gray region denotes parameters where
the simple approach is approximately valid.

of the particle motion is completely deterministic, the non-dimensional differ-
ential equation only consists of an advection term (Folgar & Tucker 1984; Doi
& Edwards 1986):

DΨp

Dt
= −p× ∂

∂p︸ ︷︷ ︸
R

(ṗΨp), (3.40)

where R is called the rotational operator and D/Dt is the material time deriv-
ative following the fluid. The time derivative of the particle symmetry axis ṗ
is given by the equation 3.39.

3.4. Why does the simple approach fail?

We have now provided a simple approach to study the angular dynamics of
ellipsoidal particles in flows. The approach relies on several assumptions re-
garding which size of dispersed particles that we are looking at.
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If the particles are large (compared to the fluid scales), Rep (and St) at
some point become non-negligible and we must solve the full set of the equa-
tions 3.12-3.15 as inertial effects are important.

If the particle are too small, they will react to single molecules impacting
and changing their direction, giving rise to stochastic Brownian diffusion on
a macroscopic scale. The Smoluchowski equation will then include a diffusion
term according to (Doi & Edwards 1986):

DΨp

Dt
= R(Pe−1RΨp)−R(ṗΨp), (3.41)

with the Péclet number Pe defined as:

Pe =
1

τconv.Dr
. (3.42)

The convective time scale τconv. is defined through eq. 3.16. For example, if
the flow is a uni-axial strain flow with strain rate ε̇, the convective time scale
becomes τconv. = (

√
2ε̇)−1. The coefficient Dr is called the rotary diffusion

coefficient and typically expressed in terms of rad2s−1. In the dilute case, it
was shown by Doi & Edwards (1986) that the rotary diffusion coefficient for
small slender particles (polymers) could be expressed by:

Dr,slender =
3kBT [2 ln(2rp)− 1]

2πµl3
, (3.43)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and µ is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid. It is seen here that both increasing aspect ratio rp and
decreasing the size l will enhance the rotary diffusion. As an example, if we
consider a fiber of l = 1 mm and rp = 100 suspended in an accelerated flow
of water at room temperature with strain rate ε̇ = 1 s−1, the formula above
will give us an inverse Péclet number of order Pe−1 ≈ 10−8, which is certainly
negligible. If we shrink the particle to be of size l = 1 µm, the inverse Péclet
number is of order Pe−1 ≈ 10 and certainly contributing to the dynamics.
Given the same flow conditions, we find that the typical sizes of particles that
both fulfill Rep � 1 and Pe−1 � 1 are in the range l ∈ [10−5, 10−4] m. In
fig. 3.4, examples of wood based particles at different length scales are shown
to illustrate for which sizes our assumptions of Rep � 1 and Pe−1 � 1 are
fulfilled. The typical values of Dr are found by using eq. 3.43 assuming water at
room temperature as the surrounding medium and the dimensionless numbers
are found by assuming a convective time scale of τconv. = 1 s.

In the previously mentioned processes to make materials from cellulose,
many of the assumptions upon which the simple approach rely on, are violated.
This has mainly to do with the fact that the particles are either too large for
inertia to be negligible or too small for Brownian motion to be negligible.
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a
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Figure 3.5. Linear flows related to production of biobased
materials; (a) close to the walls in the headbox, the cellulose
fibers mainly experience a linear shear flow; (b) in the accelera-
tion region in the flow-focusing device, the cellulose nanofibrils
mainly experience a bi-axial strain flow.

3.4.1. Papermaking

In papermaking, we typically encounter high velocities leading to high shear
and strain rates of up to 1000 s−1 in the headbox (Carlsson 2009). As the
particles typically are of size 1 mm, and the suspending medium is water, we
arrive at values of Rep up to 1000. The qualitative orientational dynamics in
the highly straining regions will probably not be significantly changed and the
fibers will probably mainly align in the flow direction. However, closer to the
walls in the highly shearing regions, the dynamics is qualitatively very different
than the degenerate Jeffery orbits, as the fibers could e.g. drift to either a
tumbling motion (and preferentially aligned parallel to the flow direction) or a
spinning motion (and preferentially aligned perpendicular to the flow direction).
Therefore, in this work we will consider the effects of inertia of a non-spherical
particle in a simple shear flow (fig. 3.5a).

Of course, the flow in a headbox is far from perfectly laminar, and the
fibers are likely to also interact with turbulent flow structures. Furthermore,
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the concentration of fibers is not dilute but rather semi-dilute with constant
collisions between the particles. Both turbulent interactions and fiber colli-
sions can potentially be modeled with a turbulent rotary diffusion process on
the mean velocity field driving the orientation distribution towards isotropy
(e.g. Folgar & Tucker 1984; Advani & Tucker III 1987; Olson & Kerekes 1998;
Hyensjö 2008). In this case, the Smoluchowski equation is modified in the
same way as explained above. Recent work on fibers in homogeneous isotropic
turbulence suggest that fibers are likely to orient themselves in the direction
of vortex tubes (She et al. 1990) along Lagrangian trajectories of the particle
(Parsa et al. 2012; Gustavsson et al. 2014; Byron et al. 2015). The particle will
then tend to rotate preferentially around its major axis more than around its
minor axis. A sheared flow might cause these vortex tubes to not be isotrop-
ically oriented. In this case the influence of turbulence on the orientation of
fibers might not be fully described by a rotary diffusion process. Other recent
studies suggest that the effects of wall bounded turbulence structures on the
particle dynamics might be of less importance compared to the effects of the
mean shear (Kvick 2014; Zhao et al. 2015). This means that the study of a
particle in simple shear flow could be of importance even in turbulent boundary
layers. Furthermore, it is known that the acceleration and favorable pressure
gradient in the headbox can even cause turbulent boundary layers to return to
a laminar-like state (e.g. Moretti & Kays 1965; Carlsson 2009).

With these considerations in mind, the main questions to be addressed in the
present work are:

• How will inertia change the behavior of an ellipsoidal particle in a simple
shear flow?

• What happens to the suspension rheology due to the inertial effects?

• Is it possible to find a reduced model to include inertial effects in an
Eulerian approach?

3.4.2. Making filaments from cellulose nanofibrils

When it comes to describing the CNF in the flow-focusing flow, the linear flow
of interest is a strain flow in the acceleration region (see fig. 3.5b) causing
the fibrils to preferentially align in the flow direction. The simple approach
presented in this chapter probably fails due to numerous reasons. Firstly, the
small size of the particles of l ≈ 1 µm and typical strain rates of ε̇ ≈ 10 s−1

result in a low value of Pe. Brownian rotary diffusion of the orientation is
thus significant. Due to the small scales, the fluid around the particle is also
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not being properly described by a continuum. The concept of viscosity then
starts to fail at these dimensions, as this is a macroscopic concept describing
the momentum transfer within the fluid on molecular level. Consequently, the
no-slip condition used to determine the fluid-structure-interaction force might
be violated. Secondly, the concentrations used is usually around 3 g/l, and
given the high aspect ratio of the particles, the dispersion is semi-dilute with
constant particle collisions and contacts. The dilute assumption when deriving
the Jeffery equations is consequently violated. Thirdly, to keep the particles
dispersed they are provided with a surface charge. This means that the particle
do not just interact with each other hydrodynamically and through collisions,
but also electrostatically. Finally, the study of nanoparticles in fluids is really
challenging as mechanical interactions start to matter less than chemical bonds
between particles and possibly even bonds between particles and molecules
within the surrounding medium.

Typically we include all of these potential effects in the rotary diffusion
coefficient Dr in equation. 3.41. It would however be desirable to be able to
distinguish the effects to further improve the models. Some work has already
been done to apply more sophisticated Smoluchowski models (e.g. H̊akansson
2014; H̊akansson et al. 2016), but there still is a need to better characterize the
particle interactions experimentally. The main obstacle is that the particles
are so small, that we can not observe them through a regular optical micro-
scope. Previous measurement techniques have been applied to characterize the
static average alignment of CNF in the flow direction. Through dynamic mea-
surements of the alignment and instantly stopping the flow, we can potentially
study how the particles de-align over time and thus directly measure Dr, which
was demonstrated by H̊akansson et al. (2016). In the present work, the same
technique will be applied with an improved experimental setup.

We thus arrive at the following key question to be answered:

• How can we experimentally measure rotary diffusion of the dispersed
CNF?
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CHAPTER 4

A large particle in simple shear flow

This chapter will be concerning the background, methods and results from
the present work regarding a large ellipsoidal particle in a simple shear flow.
To remind ourselves, in this flow the particle Reynolds number is given by:

Rep =
γ̇l2

ν
, (4.1)

with shear rate γ̇. The Stokes number is thus given by:

St =
ρp
ρf
Rep. (4.2)

If the particle is neutrally buoyant, i.e. the particle has the same density as the
surrounding fluid (ρp = ρf ), then St = Rep and particle and fluid inertia will
be of the same order of magnitude. This is also a requirement for gravity not
to cause sedimentation of the particles.

4.1. Background

Already when Jeffery (1922) derived his pioneering results, he knew that the
degenerate solutions in the simple shear (Couette) flow would be disturbed by

55
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the influence of inertia. He hypothesized that, for a non-zero Rep, ”the particles
will tend to adopt that motion which, of all the motions possible under the
approximated equations, corresponds to the least dissipation of energy”. This
implies that the particle will drift towards the orbit resulting in the lowest
intrinsic viscosity η. As seen in fig. 3.3, this means that a prolate spheroid
would drift towards a spinning motion (Cn = 0) and an oblate spheroid would
drift towards a tumbling motion (Cn = 1).

Just a year later Taylor (1923) addressed the validity of Jeffery’s hypoth-
esis through experiments using spheroids of moderate aspect ratios rp ≈ 1/2
(oblate) and rp ≈ 2 (prolate). He observed that the particles indeed followed
the predicted behavior and drifted towards the motions predicted by Jeffery
(1922). In the case of higher aspect ratio fibers, Binder (1939) found that there
seemed to be an aspect ratio dependent transition and that particles with low rp
drifted towards spinning, while high rp fibers drifted towards tumbling. Later
experiments in a Couette flow by Trevelyan & Mason (1951) and Mason &
Manley (1956) also regarded high rp fibers, but in these studies no preferen-
tial orbit could be determined. Karnis et al. (1963) performed experiments
of spheroidal particles in a straight pipe and found preferential orbits at low
Rep consistent with Jeffery’s hypothesis. However, as Rep was increasing, the
behavior changed such that particles drifted towards orbits of highest intrinsic
viscosity (maximum dissipation of energy).

Saffman (1956) approached the flow problem analytically and derived ex-
pressions for the orbit drift that were consistent with Jeffery’s hypothesis. He
found that the preferential orbits found in the experiments by Taylor (1923)
and Binder (1939) should not be observable at the given experimental con-
ditions if they were due to inertia. The analysis was however only valid for
nearly spherical particles of rp ≈ 1. Several other works have approached this
problem (e.g. Harper & I-Dee Chang 1968; Leal 1980), but there was still no
clear consensus of what inertia truly does to the degenerate Jeffery orbits.

In the last decades, this classical flow problem was revived as the introduc-
tion of scientific computing and direct numerical simulations (DNS) opened up
new possibilities. Suddenly, there was the possibility to explore the full solu-
tion of the Navier-Stokes equations at an arbitrary Rep and rp to address this
flow problem. Ding & Aidun (2000) studied the period of rotation of a tum-
bling spheroid and found that the period is diverging with increasing Rep and
at above a critical Rep = Rec, the particle assumed a steady state, where the
particle remains completely stationary and almost aligned in the flow direction.
This dynamical behavior was also found in the two-dimensional analogue of an
elliptical cylinder in a simple shear flow by Zettner & Yoda (2001).

The orbit drift of a spheroid with rp = 1/2 (oblate) and rp = 2 (prolate)
was studied with DNS by Qi & Luo (2003). The results suggested that Jeffery’s
hypothesis was wrong at low Rep and that the spheroids assume a rotation that
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Name Abbr. Description of motion

Particle rotates with the axis of symmetry in the
Tumbling T flow-gradient plane.

The angular velocity is dependent on the orientation.
Particle rotates around its axis of symmetry,

Spinning S which is aligned in the vorticity direction.
The angular velocity is constant.

Inclined Particle rotates around its axis of symmetry,
rolling IR which is not aligned in the vorticity direction.

The angular velocity is constant.
Inclined Particle performs a precession and nutation
kayaking IK around an inclined axis.

The angular velocity is dependent on the orientation.
Particle performs a precession and nutation

Kayaking K around the vorticity direction.
The angular velocity is dependent on the orientation.

Period-doubled Same as IK and K,
or chaotic C but the orbit of p is n-periodic or chaotic.
kayaking
Steady Particle is motionless with the axis of symmetry
state SS in the flow-gradient plane..

The angular velocity is zero.

Table 1. Description of rotational states as found by Huang
et al. (2012b) for both rp = 2 (prolate) and rp = 1/2 (oblate)
with the names of the states adapted to the present work; the
states are illustrated in fig. 4.1.

give maximum dissipation of energy. This was confirmed from similar studies
with the same rp by Yu et al. (2007) and Huang et al. (2012b). Additionally,
several new rotational states were found by Huang et al. (2012b), that are
illustrated in figure 4.1 and described in table 1. These later works showed
however that the particle could assume either tumbling or another state at the
same Rep depending on the initial orientation as seen in table 2.

Simultaneously with the emerging direct numerical simulations, new efforts
were made analytically with perturbation analysis using the reciprocal theorem
applied to this flow problem (Subramanian & Koch 2005, 2006). The method
however only applies for infinitesimally small but finite Rep. Subramanian &
Koch (2005) studied firstly the case of a slender fiber (rp →∞) and found that
the slender fiber drifts towards tumbling, in contradiction to Jeffery’s hypoth-
esis. At higher Rep, it was also found that the period of rotation was diverging
just like previously found by Ding & Aidun (2000). A similar analysis was then
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Figure 4.1. Illustration of the rotational states found by
Huang et al. (2012b) at rp = 2, which are described in table 1;
T=tumbling; S=spinning; IR=inclined rolling; IK=inclined
kayaking; K=kayaking; SS=steady state; the trajectories are
drawn schematically using present results at the same numeri-
cal conditions; note that the period-doubled or chaotic kayak-
ing state (C) is similar as IK and K but the orbit is n-periodic
or chaotic.

applied by Subramanian & Koch (2006) to the case of a nearly spherical parti-
cle of rp ≈ 1, where they found that the results agreed with Saffman (1956) and
thus also with Jeffery’s hypothesis. Nearly prolate spheroids were thus drifting
towards the spinning motion. This, combined with the early experimental re-
sults by Binder (1939) suggested that there is a dynamical transition at some
critical aspect ratio at low Rep.

Lundell & Carlsson (2010) coupled the torque-expressions by Jeffery (1922)
with the full equation of motion of the particle (eq. 3.15) to find the rotation
of the particle as St > 0 but Rep = 0. The idea was that the Stokes solutions
of the flow field were approximately valid also for small Rep > 0. From this
work it was found that the spheroidal particle drifts towards a maximum dissi-
pation orbit due to particle inertia. It was therefore argued that the violation
of Jeffery’s hypothesis in numerical results might merely be a consequence of
particle inertia being more important than fluid inertia at low Rep = St. Con-
sequently, we would get the correct behavior of a particle at low Rep = St, by
using Jeffery’s creeping flow solutions and only matching St. Another interest-
ing feature that was found by Lundell & Carlsson (2010) is that the particle is
transitioning from an intermittent tumbling with period TJ at St = 0 (eq. 3.32)
to a non-intermittent inertial tumbling with period TH = 4π at St→∞. This
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Regime Rep range Rot. states

1 0 < Rep < 120 T
2 120 < Rep < 235 T & S
3 235 < Rep < 305 T & IR
4 305 < Rep < 335 T & IK
5 335 < Rep < 345 T & C
6 350 < Rep < 385 T & K
7 385 < Rep < 445 T
8 445 < Rep < 700 T & SS

Table 2. Stable rotational states depending on Rep as found
by Huang et al. (2012b) at rp = 2; in regimes where two states
are stable, the final rotational state depends on initial orien-
tation; the states are described in table 1 and illustrated in
fig. 4.1.

transition where inertial forces overcome viscous damping1 is governed by a
critical Stokes number St0.5 and is defined as the St where the tumbling pe-
riod is (TJ + TH)/2.

4.1.1. Early progress during the present work

The starting point of the present work can be summarized with the figure 4.2.
It was still obvious that the theory by Subramanian & Koch (2006) did not
match the numerical results by e.g. Huang et al. (2012b). There were several
possible explanations for this:

1. The simulations were performed at moderately high Rep > 1, where
higher order Rep-effects might be more important than the ones found
at infinitesimal Rep.

2. The simulations are predominantly performed in a cubical domain of size
L with velocity boundary conditions in the gradient (x2) direction and
periodic boundary conditions in the other two directions. The confine-
ment κ will be defined as the ratio between particle length and domain
size, i.e.

κ = l/L. (4.3)

In the work by Huang et al. (2012b), a confinement of κ = 0.5 was
used, while the results by Subramanian & Koch (2006) apply at κ = 0.

1Recall the driven damped pendulum in section 2.4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Rotational states in the parameter space of
Rep(= St) and rp as understood from the work by Subrama-
nian & Koch (2005, 2006); Huang et al. (2012b); the rotational
states are described in table 1 and illustrated in figure 4.1.

The boundary conditions might thus have an influence on the particle
rotation.

3. Only a few aspect ratios were studied in the simulations by Huang et al.
(2012b), and there might be an aspect ratio dependent transition closer
to the nearly spherical shape as studied by Subramanian & Koch (2006).

The two latter issues were addressed numerically the present work and de-
scribed in papers 1-3 (Rosén et al. 2014, 2015a,b) using a similar lattice-
Boltzmann model as previously used by Huang et al. (2012b) for aspect ratios
rp ∈ [1/5, 1/2] (oblate) and rp ∈ [2, 6] and κ = 0.2. These works were inspired
by the hypothesis by Lundell & Carlsson (2010) that it was the competition
between fluid and particle inertia at Rep = St that caused the dynamical be-
havior seen for example in the results by Huang et al. (2012b). To explore the
effect of particle and fluid inertia separately, the simulations were performed
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Figure 4.3. Rotational states in the parameter space of
Rep(= St) and rp from the results of Rosén et al. (2014,
2015a,b); the rotational states are described in table 1.

for St ≥ Rep and then transitions were identified in the St,Rep-plane. These
could then be followed for different rp in order to determine what happens at
Rep = St. The results can be summarized by fig. 4.3 and were qualitatively
agreeing well with the results by Huang et al. (2012b) but still disagreeing with
the theory by Subramanian & Koch (2006). The apparent qualitative difference
between Rosén et al. (2015b) and Huang et al. (2012b) on the oblate side was
found to be the consequence of confinement and the spinning state is always
stable for all Rep for any oblate spheroid as κ→ 0. The qualitative transition
scenario when increasing Rep was also found to be independent of the numer-
ical parameters. However, there were several new identified issues with the
lattice-Boltzmann simulations that makes it impossible to quantitatively com-
pare the numerics to the analytical results. The main problem is that sufficient
spatial and temporal resolution becomes computationally too expensive. We
will come back to these issues shortly.
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Figure 4.4. Rotational states in the parameter space of
Rep(= St) and rp from results by Rosén et al. (2014, 2015a,b);
Einarsson et al. (2015a,b); Candelier et al. (2015).

4.1.2. Recent analytical progress during the present work

In a series of recent work, Candelier et al. (2015) again studied the nearly
spherical particle rp ≈ 1 using a similar perturbation approach as Subrama-
nian & Koch (2006) and then Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) expanded the same
theory for an arbitrary rp. The result is an approximate angular equation of
motion, which is a modified version of eq. 3.39. For a neutrally buoyant particle
(St = Rep), this equation is expressed by:

ṗ = P
(
Op+

r2
p − 1

r2
p + 1

Sp + Rep
[
b1(rp)(p · Sp)Sp (4.4)

+ b2(rp)(p · Sp)Op+ b3(rp)OSp+ b4(rp)SSp
])

where P is, as before, the projection matrix given by P = 1 − pp>. The
coefficients b1...b4 are non-linear functions of rp and computed by Einarsson
et al. (2015a,b).
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Critical Rep Type of dynamical bifurcation

Rep = ReLR Subcritical Hopf bifurcation of the log-rolling state

Rep = RePF Supercritical pitchfork bifurcation of the log-rolling state

Rep = ReHOPF Supercritical Hopf bifurcation of the inclined rolling states

Rep = ReHC Homoclinic bifurcation of the inclined kayaking states

Rep = Rec Saddle-node bifurcation of fixed points on the tumbling cycle

Table 3. Summary of the important dynamical bifurcations
of a prolate spheroid in simple shear flow with increasing Rep
illustrated in figure 4.5.

The new results were qualitatively very different from the results by Sub-
ramanian & Koch (2006), but in much better agreement to the numerical re-
sults while still agreeing with the slender fiber results by Subramanian & Koch
(2005). Not only did the new results thus contradict Jeffery’s hypothesis, it was
also found that effects from fluid inertia were much more important than effects
from particle inertia for a neutrally buoyant particle, which was contradicting
the hypotheses by Lundell & Carlsson (2010) and Rosén et al. (2014, 2015a,b).
Furthermore, an aspect ratio dependent bifurcation is found at rp = 1/7.3.
Below this aspect ratio, the thin disc could assume both a stable tumbling and
spinning rotational state depending on initial orientation. A similar transition
was also found by Rosén et al. (2015b) for thin oblate particles at a critical
Rep = ReT , and is hypothesized to actually be the same transition. Com-
bining the new results of Einarsson et al. (2015a,b); Candelier et al. (2015)
with the numerical results by Rosén et al. (2014, 2015a,b), we end up with the
parameter space illustrated in figure 4.4.

4.1.3. Bifurcations

The sequence of dynamical transitions when increasing Rep by Rosén et al.
(2014, 2015a) for the prolate spheroid is illustrated in figure 4.5 and summa-
rized in table 3. Firstly, the spinning mode is stabilized in a subcritical Hopf
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Figure 4.5. Illustration of the dynamical bifurcations be-
tween rotational states for a prolate spheroid of rp = 4 when in-
creasing Rep(= St) as found by Rosén et al. (2014, 2015a); the
bifurcations are further summarized in table 3; figure adapted
from paper 5.
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bifurcation2, where an unstable limit cycle is created and separating the ini-
tial conditions that lead to the tumbling and spinning states, respectively. The
spinning state is transformed during this transition from an unstable spiral to a
stable spiral. The critical Rep, where this occurs is called ReLR. Secondly, the
spinning mode is destabilized in a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation, where the
two inclined rolling solutions are created and the spinning state is transformed
from a stable node to an unstable saddle. The critical Rep for this transition
is called RePF . Additionally, the system undergoes a supercritical Hopf bi-
furcation at Rep = ReHOPF when the inclined rolling states are transformed
into two oscillating inclined kayaking states. This is followed by a homoclinic
bifurcation at Rep = ReHC , where the inclined kayaking states merge into
one kayaking state. Eventually, a steady state is created at Rep = Rec in a
saddle-node bifurcation.

4.1.4. Stability of the spinning rotational state

In the projected trajectories in figure 4.5, it is clear that the spinning mode
at p1 = p2 = 0 must be a fixed point for the dynamical system due to the
symmetry of the flow problem. Looking at the trajectories, the bifurcations at
ReLR and RePF can be directly linked to the stability of the spinning state. It
was furthermore argued by Rosén et al. (2014) that the dynamical transitions
found in fig. 4.5 are linked to the fact that the stability of the spinning state
is given by two near-zero eigenvalues at Rep = RePF and that the system
therefore acts like a Duffing-van der Pol oscillator.

Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) also performed a stability analysis of the Jeffery
orbits. Specifically, the eigenvalues λp of the spinning state could analytically
be derived for the case of infinitesimally small Rep and κ = 0 as:

λp = Rep
b4(rp)

4
± i
√

1−
(
r2
p − 1

r2
p + 1

)2

(4.5)

It is however not clear if these solutions apply to any reasonable Rep and
κ for practical use. It would be desirable to compare the values with the
direct numerical simulations, but the resolution issues of the standard numerical
methods make this comparison impossible.

It is clear that the stability of the spinning state actually reveal several
important features regarding the dynamics of a spheroid in shear flow. The
key to quantitatively combine the analytical results with the direct numerical
simulations is found to be through a numerical global stability analysis of the
spinning state. Such a stability analysis has been performed and the results
from paper 4 & 5 (Rosén et al. 2015c, 2016a) show that we can then provide

2Recall the description of bifurcations in fig. 2.7.
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Figure 4.6. General setup in the numerical simulations; a
single particle, with the particle direction given by p, is
placed between two parallel moving walls at x2 = ±L/2; peri-
odic boundary conditions in the x1- and x3-directions; figure
adapted from paper 5.

a quantitatively accurate description of the dynamics of a spheroid in a simple
shear flow at any moderate Rep and rp ∈ [1/10, 10].

4.2. Present methods

4.2.1. General numerical setup

Generally in the numerical simulations, the simulation domain is cubical with
side L. The particle is placed at the center between two parallel walls placed
at x2 = ±L/2 (see fig. 4.6) with the walls moving with velocities Uwe1 and
−Uwe1, respectively. In the flow direction (x1) and vorticity direction (x3), pe-
riodic boundary conditions are applied. As mentioned before, the confinement
of the setup is given by κ = l/L. This also means that we simulate a simple
shear (Couette) flow with a channel Reynolds number of

Re = κ−2Rep (4.6)

for a given Rep. The Couette flow is known to be linearly stable for all Re→∞
(e.g. Bayly et al. 1988), but sufficiently large finite-size disturbances can trigger
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instabilities in the flow that cause a transition to a turbulent state. In an
experiment, any external source of disturbance can cause this transition, and
a laminar flow is difficult to maintain at Re > 350 (Tillmark & Alfredsson
1992). In the numerical world, no such external disturbances exist and the
only flow disturbance comes from the rotating particle. However, at large Re,
this disturbance can still be sufficient to trigger the transition to turbulence
and, for each numerical approach, this sets the maximum Rep that can be
studied for a given κ. Ideally, we would like to study an unbounded shear flow
at as small κ as possible. However, at lower κ, we not only have higher Re, we
also usually get lower spatial resolution around the particle as it becomes very
small compared to the domain size. It is found in the present work, that the
confinement effects become negligible as κ < 0.2 at moderate Rep > 10. To
avoid all complications of simulating at low κ, we set κ = 0.2 as our baseline
case.

4.2.2. Direct numerical simulations using the lattice Boltzmann method

The full set of equations 3.12-3.15 are solved numerically using the lattice
Boltzmann method with external boundary force (LB-EBF) described by Wu
& Aidun (2010). The details about this method can be found in paper 2
(Rosén et al. 2015a) and will not be described further here. For more insight
into simulations using the lattice Boltzmann method, the book by Succi (2001)
is recommended. The fluid motion is solved on a cubic lattice with distance
∆x between the nodes. In general, we use a domain of size L = 120∆x in each
spatial direction and the particle in all the simulations has at least a width of
6∆x. The fluid-solid coupling is done using an immersed boundary formulation
by Peskin (2002), where two-way coupling back on the fluid is included as an
external force from the boundary. The particle is thus defined on an overlapping
Lagrangian grid on top of the cubic lattice defining the fluid as illustrated in
figure 4.7a.

The simulation methodology is using a discrete version of the Boltzmann
equation for the kinetic theory of gases. It is thus relying on the translation
and collisions of statistical distributions of molecules, which on macroscopic
scale is just the same as solving the Navier-Stokes equations. There are several
advantages of using the lattice Boltzmann (LB) method in regards to parallel
computation and the control of physical parameters that has made it a standard
technique for fluid simulations nowadays. However, there are some drawbacks
to the regular LB method that should be mentioned.

Firstly, the fact that the simulation relies on kinetic theory implies that
the fluid is always weakly compressible and there is a definite sound speed cLB

defined by the model. This means that there will always be a finite Mach
number Ma = ULB/cLB for a characteristic fluid velocity ULB in the simula-
tions. To keep Ma low in order to correctly describe an incompressible fluid,
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Figure 4.7. Typical numerical grids in the three different nu-
merical methods; (a) schematic illustration of the grid in the
LB-EBF method; (b) the actual grid used for the steady state
DNS in Star-CCM+; (c) the actual grid used for the global
linear stability analysis in Comsol.
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the characteristic velocity must be set low, which in turn means that the time
resolution is high. A too low Ma will thus lead to too expensive computations.

Secondly, the kinetic theory background of the methodology also implies
that there is no continuum assumption being explicitly made. There is thus
a defined finite characteristic mean free path of the molecules lf and if this
is too close to a characteristic length LLB of the flow, the continuum as-
sumption breaks down. The effect is characterized by the Knudsen number
Kn = lf/LLB = νLB/(cLBLLB), where νLB is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid in the simulation. To keep Kn low, the spatial resolution should be high,
which in turn also leads to expensive simulations.

Keeping both Kn and Ma low is a challenge when simulating a flow prob-
lem at finite Reynolds number Re = Ma/Kn. Typically, when simulating the
particle in shear flow at Rep > 10, we will fix Ma (through constant time res-
olution) and change Kn (through the viscosity νLB) in order to change Rep.
When simulating low Rep < 10, we instead fix Kn and change Ma in order to
change Rep. The consequence is that the computations will become unreason-
ably expensive as Rep → 0 and we can not use the model to study the effects
of very weak inertia.

In paper 2 (Rosén et al. 2015a), it was found that as long as the flow
problem was sufficiently resolved, the qualitative dynamics were captured when
changing Rep. However, the quantitative values of the critical Rep defining the
different transitions were highly dependent on the chosen spatial resolution.
The reason seems however not to be linked to the effects described above,
but rather due to the fact that the fluid velocity field is not resolved enough
around the particle boundary when using the immersed boundary method (see
fig. 4.7a). In order to have converged values, the spatial resolution around the
boundary must be very high, which is not possible with the LB-EBF method
without extreme computational cost. This is particularly problematic for more
extreme aspect ratios rp & 8 or rp . 1/8, where the resolution around the
highest curvature is crucial, which is close to the poles for a prolate spheroid
and along the equator of the oblate spheroid.

Simultaneously, in the present formulation of the LB-EBF method, the
simulation becomes unstable if the particle is reacting too quickly to the fluid
forces. Therefore, the method can not be used to study light particles at
St < Rep.

Furthermore, the simulations were restricted to Re < 5000, since higher
channel Reynolds number was seen to cause instabilities in the flow. At κ = 0.2,
this restricts the particle Reynolds number to Rep < 200.

In conclusion, the LB-EBF method can be used in order to determine the
qualitative behavior of the particle of rp ∈ [1/8, 8] at St ≥ Rep > 0.1, κ & 0.2
and Re < 5000. It can be used to identify the different dynamical transitions,
but should not be regarded as an accurate method for quantitative comparisons
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of e.g. critical Reynolds numbers or orbit drift unless simulated with very high
resolution. By doubling the general spatial resolution to L = 240∆x at κ = 0.2,
we obtained fairly accurate predictions of the bifurcation at Rep = ReT , where
the tumbling motion is stabilized for thin oblate spheroids.

4.2.3. Stationary direct numerical simulations

One of the key transitions found in the previous work (e.g. Ding & Aidun 2000)
was the transition to a steady state at Rep = Rec. The particle in this state is
completely stationary in the flow with a fixed orientation p in the flow-gradient
plane (p3 = 0). In this configuration the torque on the particle is thus equal to
zero, i.e. M = 0.

In order to find the steady state, we are not required to use an immersed
boundary method with poor resolution along the particle surface. Instead, a
finite volume method is used to simulate the fluid flow around a fixed spheroidal
geometry in Star-CCM+TM v9.06 by CD-adapco. The fixed geometry allows
us to have very fine resolution around the particle boundary as seen in fig. 4.7b.
Still, in order to sufficiently resolve very large curvatures, many grid elements
are required, resulting in high computational cost. We therefore restrict the
usage of the model to aspect ratios rp ∈ [1/10, 10]. In order to find a steady
state solution of the flow field, it is also found that we need to be more restrictive
of the channel Reynolds number. We therefore keepRe < 4000 in the stationary
simulations.

Through an iterative process, we find the stable orientation that gives zero
torque on the fixed particle at a given Rep. If no such orientation is found, we
are consequently at Rep < Rec. We can thus repeat the process for different
Rep in order to pinpoint the true Rec, which is the lowest Rep > 0 for which
solutions exist with zero torque on a stationary particle.

4.2.4. Global linear stability analysis of the spinning state

As already established, the linear stability of the spinning state reveals not
only the important transitions at ReLR and RePF but can also be used to
compare results directly between numerics and theory. The global stability
is analyzed using the finite-element solver Comsol MultiphysicsTM v4.4 and
v5.1. The particle is placed with an orientation corresponding to the spinning
state, i.e. p = (0, 0, 1). Velocity boundary conditions are applied on the particle
surface to match the rotational velocity around the symmetry axis. This allows
for the particle to rotate in the spinning motion without deformation of the
numerical grid. Also in this method, as we only look at the dynamics close to
this orientation, we can refine the numerical grid close to the particle surface
as illustrated in figure 4.7c.

The global linear stability analysis is performed in two steps. In the first
step, the steady state version of equations 3.12-3.15 are solved with fixed p in
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order to find the correct angular velocity ω = ωS of the spinning state at a given
Rep. In the second step, small deviations of p and ω are allowed through grid
deformation using an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method in Comsol. The
full problem is then linearized around the solution from the first step and the
eigenvalues of the linearized problem are found using the eigenvalue solver in
Comsol. The solver provides the N eigenvalues λ1, λ2...λN closest to a shift σ in
the complex plane sorted by descending real part, i.e. <λ1 ≥ <λ2 ≥ ... ≥ <λN .

At low Rep, we usually find one complex pair of eigenvalues λp = λ1,2 that
governs the dynamics and N − 2 real negative eigenvalues, corresponding to
modes that quickly decay.

The method was found to not only provide accurate converged results in
terms of numerical grid, at least for rp ∈ [1/10, 10]. It could also be used to
simulate down to infinitesimally small Rep without additional computational
effort and could reach confinements down to κ ≈ 0.025 before being limited
by the 128 GB RAM on the high-performance computing cluster. Just as for
the previous methods, this method also encounters problems at high Rep and
low κ due to the channel Reynolds number. In these simulations we therefore
consider only Re < 4000.

Furthermore, the method is not limited by density ratios and the true effect
of fluid inertia can be studied by neglecting particle inertia at St� Rep.

4.3. Results: spheroid rotation at low Rep

Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) provided the modified version of the particle equation
of motion in eq. 4.4, which was derived for infinitesimal Rep and unbounded
shear κ = 0. The equation is thus only valid up to linear orders of Rep. From
these solutions, the eigenvalues λp of the spinning state could be analytically
derived. In the present work described in paper 4 (Rosén et al. 2015c), these
results were compared with numerical results of the linear stability analysis
at finite Rep and κ as illustrated in fig. 4.8. Excellent agreement between
the numerical model and the theory is found as κ,Rep → 0. This not only
lends support to the present numerical method, but also to the calculations
by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b); Candelier et al. (2015). The range of validity
of the theory could also be studied in detail by varying Rep and κ in the
numerical model. As an example we consider a particle with rp = 2 and low
κ = 0.025. In order to predict <λp accurately within 10 % using the solutions
by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b), the particle Reynolds number must be Rep . 3.
It is thus believed that the modified version of the particle equation of motion
by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) could generally be used in Eulerian approaches
as long as St = Rep < 1.

The theory by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) also suggested that the next order

of corrections to <λp in eq. 4.5 should be given by Re
3/2
p -terms. The present

results in paper 4 (Rosén et al. 2015c) is supporting this idea and it would be
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an interesting future work to find how the Re
3/2
p -corrections would alter the

results.

The aspect ratio dependent transition found at rp = 1/7.3 at infinitesimal
Rep by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) was also investigated using high resolution
LB-EBF simulations. The hypothesis that this transition was the same as the
transition ReT found by Rosén et al. (2015b) is confirmed with these simula-
tions, with the lowest value of ReT = 1 found at rp = 0.1275 ≈ 1/7.8, which
is not far from the analytical value. The discrepancy is believed to be both
due to the resolution issues when using the immersed boundary in the LB-EBF
method and the fact that κ is finite in the simulations.

The steady state transition at Rep = Rec could also be obtained with
the equations by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) in the limit of infinitely thin discs
(rp → 0):

Rec,rp→0 = 60rp, (4.7)

and in the limit of infinitely slender fibers (rp →∞):

Rec,rp→∞ =
60

rp
(−3 + ln 4 + 2 ln rp). (4.8)

The slender fiber results are also in perfect agreement with the previous theory
by Subramanian & Koch (2005). The analytical results were compared in the
present work with stationary direct numerical simulations to obtain Rec. We
find only qualitative agreement between theory and numerics in the prediction
of Rec, which is expected since the perturbation theory is not likely to describe
any dynamics accurately at Rep > 1.

In conclusion, the numerical results and theory finally provide a consis-
tent description of the dynamics of a spheroidal particle in shear flow at low
Rep < 1 and in this regime, the angular equations of motion by Einarsson et al.
(2015a,b); Candelier et al. (2015) in eq. 4.4 can be applied.

4.4. Results: spheroid rotation at moderate Rep

4.4.1. Creating an accurate state space topology

As soon as Rep > 1, the perturbation theory is likely to provide inaccurate
results due to higher order terms of Rep in the equations of motion. In paper 5
(Rosén et al. 2016a), the angular dynamics of the prolate spheroid of rp = 4
was studied numerically in the St,Rep-plane numerically with the LB-EBF
method at moderate Rep. The results of stable rotational states were com-
bined with the previous results by Rosén et al. (2014, 2015a) and illustrated
in figure 4.9a. The states are the same as found by Huang et al. (2012b) and
described in table 1 where T∗ denotes the type of ”inertial” tumbling found by
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Region Planar state (p3 = 0) Nonplanar state (p3 6= 0)

1 T -
2 T∗ -
3 T S
4 T∗ S
5 T IR, IK or K
6 T IR, IK, K or C
7 SS -
8 T∗ or SS -

Table 4. Stable rotational states in regions 1-8 in fig. 4.9b.

Lundell & Carlsson (2010). In paper 5 (Rosén et al. 2016a), it is argued that
the critical number St0.5 defined by Lundell & Carlsson (2010) can be linked
to three dynamical transitions, which are all enabled as particle inertial forces
overcome viscous damping at St & St0.5:

1. The transition from an intermittent tumbling (T) to inertial tumbling
(T∗) described in detail by Lundell & Carlsson (2010).

2. The enabling of a stable inertial tumbling (T∗) to co-exist with the
steady state3 (SS) at Rep > Rec. This is discussed in detail in paper 2.

3. The enabling of stable chaotic and period-doubled states (C). This is
discussed in detail in paper 6.

Consequently, it is found that the main features of the state space topology
can be divided into eight distinct regions determined by five critical values:
St0.5, StTZ , ReLR,St≈0, RePF and Rec as illustrated in figure 4.9b. The stable
rotational states in each of the regions are described in table 4.

Using the same global stability analysis as previously done in paper 4
(Rosén et al. 2015c), we could analyze the eigenvalues of the spinning state at
various Rep and St. Starting at low St, it is found that the complex pair of
eigenvalues λp governing the dynamics at low Rep is becoming stable, corre-
sponding to the transition at Rep = ReLR. The complex pair is then actually
transformed into two real eigenvalues, with one quickly becoming unstable close
to Rep = RePF (see fig. 4.10a-b). This unstable real eigenvalue is called λf .
The transition occurs very close to the origin in the complex plane, i.e. the

3This is actually the same type of bistable state as seen for the driven damped pendulum in

chapter 2.4.2 and is caused by a homoclinic bifurcation.
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Figure 4.9. Rotational states of a prolate spheroid with
rp = 4 depending on Rep and St; (a) the actual state space
found through LB-EBF simulations at κ = 0.2 with rotational
states referring to table 1; (b) simplified state space by only
using critical values of St0.5, StTZ , ReLR,St≈0, RePF and Rec,
creating eight regions described in table 4; the arrows and
dotted lines show how the state space changes when using ac-
curate methods to obtain critical values as κ → 0; figures
adapted from papers 5 & 6.
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the dotted lines are extrapolations of the present results; the
rotational states are referring to table 1 and the regions (2)-(6)
are referring to regions in table 4; figure adapted from paper 5.
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spinning state is close to having a double-zero eigenvalue, which was previ-
ously hypothesized by Rosén et al. (2014). When St & St0.5, λp and λf are
detached and associated to two separate modes (see fig. 4.10c-d), which both
are contributing to the dynamics simultaneously. This is the reason for the
chaotic states which will be discussed further in the next section. Eventually,
as St > StTZ , at least one of the modes is always unstable, which means that
the spinning state will be unstable for all Rep (see fig. 4.10e-f).

The five critical numbers St0.5, StTZ , ReLR,St≈0, RePF and Rec, needed
to draw the simplified topology of the state space (figure 4.9b) can finally be
obtained with quantitatively accurate methods:

1. ReLR,St≈0. Obtained through the linear stability model by finding the
Rep at St = 1 where <λp = 0 and =λp 6= 0.

2. RePF . Obtained through the linear stability model by finding the Rep
where λf = 0.

3. StTZ . Obtained through the linear stability model by finding the St at
Rep = RePF (λf = 0) where <λp = 0 and =λp 6= 0.

4. Rec. Obtained by finding a zero-torque solution of a stationary particle
in the flow-gradient plane as done in paper 4 (Rosén et al. 2015c).

5. St0.5. Obtained through an analytical expression for this number at
Rep = 0, given by Nilsen & Andersson (2013) as:

St0.5 =
80[0.7 + 0.3[1− Λ2]5/8)]

Λ[K1 + ΛK2]
. (4.9)

with

K1 =

∫ ∞
0

dβ

(1 + β)3/2(r−2
p + β)

,

K2 =

∫ ∞
0

dβ√
1 + β(r−2

p + β)2
.

Λ =
r2
p − 1

r2
p + 1

.
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Figure 4.12. Schematic transition at ReHC at St � St0.5;
(a) Rep . ReHC ; (b) Rep = ReHC ; (c) Rep & ReHC ;
IK=Inclined kayaking; K=Kayaking.

The accurate values of StTZ , ReLR,St≈0, RePF and Rec are also found to be
close to converged as κ < 0.2. By obtaining these values for different aspect
ratios rp and combining with the results from paper 4 (Rosén et al. 2015c),
we can find the different regions of rotational states for any neutrally buoyant
spheroid of rp ∈ (0, 10) at a given Rep as illustrated in figure 4.11. Due to the
high curvature and small area of an elongated particle, we still are not able to
correctly predict what truly is happening as rp > 10. Based on extrapolation
of these results, we can predict that there might be two critical aspect ratios
rp,c2 > rp,c1 > 10, where particles of rp > rp,c1 can have co-existing spinning
and steady state (since Rec < RePF ). At rp > rp,c2, a steady state can
additionally be found before any of the nonplanar states are stabilized (since
Rec < ReLR). To really conclude such hypotheses, it is clear however that
more studies are needed for these particles.

4.4.2. Chaotic rotational states

In paper 6 (Rosén 2016), the mechanisms behind the transition to chaotic
and period-doubled rotational states is studied in detail. An observation that
was made already by Huang et al. (2012b) was the period-doubled states were
seen close to the transition between the inclined kayaking (IK) and kayaking
(K) states. This transition was identified by Rosén et al. (2014, 2015a) as a
homoclinic bifurcation. Exactly at the transition point, characterized by ReHC ,
the two limit cycles corresponding to the IK-states connect with the saddle node
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Figure 4.13. Schematic transition atReHC at St & St0.5; (a)
Rep . ReHC ; (b) Rep = ReHC ; (c) Rep & ReHC ; C=Period-
doubled or chaotic kayaking.

corresponding to the spinning (S) state (see fig. 4.12). The IK-states thus form
two homoclinic orbits.

At St < St0.5, the spinning state is a regular saddle node governed by one
real unstable eigenvalue (λf ) and one real stable eigenvalue. When St0.5 .
St < StTZ , the spinning state is actually a saddle focus with a stable pair of
complex eigenvalues λp and a real unstable eigenvalue λf . At Rep = ReHC , we
thus have homoclinic orbits that are now connected with a saddle focus (see
fig. 4.13). If the saddle value ς = |λf | − |<λp| is close to zero or greater, we
have chaotic orbits in the neighborhood of the homoclinic orbits. This type of
transition to chaos is called a Shilnikov bifurcation (Shilnikov 1965; Shilnikov
et al. 2001; Shilnikov & Shilnikov 2007).

The fact that we have these type of spiraling orbits also means that we
can no longer describe the particle dynamics on the two-dimensional surface
of a unit sphere as done with eq. 4.4, but more dimensions are needed for
the dynamics. These dimensions can be included with the addition of p̈-terms
in the equation of motion. As long as St � St0.5, particle inertia can be
neglected and a two-dimensional dynamical system is sufficient. This fact is also
explaining why complex dynamics was seen for a neutrally buoyant spheroid
at low rp by Huang et al. (2012b); Rosén et al. (2015a). For these particles
ReHC = O(St0.5), which means that the spinning state can be a saddle focus
during the homoclinic bifurcation and thus enables Shilnikov chaos to occur.
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4.4.3. Effect on rheology

In section 3.2.2 it was discussed how the addition of particles in a sheared
volume of fluid leads to an increase of the perceived viscosity. This effective
viscosity was expressed as νeff. = ν(1 + ηΦ) where Φ is the volume fraction of
particles and η is the intrinsic viscosity. If the particle is non-spherical, η is
dependent on the angular dynamics of the particle. Thus, if the particle has
a preferential rotational state at a given Rep in the sheared fluid also implies
that we will obtain a single value of η corresponding to the average value over
that rotational state.

One way of measuring fluid viscosity is by placing the fluid between two
concentric cylinders where the inner cylinder is rotated to create a simple shear
flow in the annulus. The measured torque on the inner cylinder at a given shear
rate is given by the shear stress on the cylinder surface and is consequently the
viscosity can be obtained. Exactly the same principle was applied numerically
in paper 2 & 3 (Rosén et al. 2015a,b). In the simulations of a simple shear
flow, the shear stress was obtained at the walls at x2 = ±L/2 to find the
intrinsic viscosity η of the final rotational states. The results for a neutrally
buoyant spheroid at various rp are shown in figure 4.14. If the same particle
and suspending fluid are used, the particle Reynolds number Rep is only a
function of γ̇ and is consequently just a dimensionless measure of the shear
rate. If dη/dγ̇ < 0, the effective viscosity is decreasing with the shear rate, a
phenomenon called shear-thinning. If the opposite is true, i.e. dη/dγ̇ > 0, the
effective viscosity is increasing with the shear rate, called shear-thickening.

Due to the resolution issues when using the LB-EBF method, the results in
paper 2 & 3 should only be regarded as qualitative results. However, there are
certain observations in figure 4.14 that are believed to be true and also partly
supported by the results of Huang et al. (2012a). Firstly for a suspension of
prolate spheroids:

1. The nonplanar states (S, IR, IK, K) give rise to a weakly shear-thickening
behavior, with an intrinsic viscosity η similar to the analytical value by
Jeffery (1922). The behavior is only weakly affected by rp.

2. The tumbling state (T) gives rise to a fairly Newtonian behavior at low
rp, but becoming more and more shear-thinning when increasing the
aspect ratio.

3. The steady state (SS) gives rise to a shear-thickening behavior that is
decreasing with rp.
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For a suspension of oblate spheroids:

1. The spinning state (S) gives rise to a shear-thickening behavior, with
dη/dγ̇ staying fairly constant as rp increases.

2. The steady state (SS) gives rise to a shear-thickening behavior with
dη/dγ̇ similar to the spinning state but with lower values for a given
shear rate.

3. The tumbling state (T) only exists for thin oblate particles and will then
give rise to a weakly shear-thinning behavior.

We will leave it to the reader to elaborate on potential hysteresis of the sus-
pension viscosity when increasing or decreasing the shear rate.

4.5. Effect of slight tri-axiality

4.5.1. Short background

From the works by Hinch & Leal (1979); Yarin et al. (1997); Lundell (2011)
and in recent experiments by Einarsson et al. (2016), it is known that the
degenerate Jeffery orbits are altered if the ellipsoidal particle is not perfectly
axi-symmetric, i.e. not a perfect spheroid. The presentation in this background
section follows Einarsson (2015).

For a spheroid, in the absence of inertia (Rep = St = 0), there is a quasi-
periodicity actually hidden in the rotation period around the symmetry axis,
which is not matching the Jeffery period of p. However, due to the axial
symmetry, this is not easily observed. For just infinitesimally small tri-axiality
to the prolate spheroid (ka = 1 and kb & kc = r−1

p ), the orientation is seemingly
aperiodic, but the particle is still restricted to a certain set of φ and ψ for a
given θ (definitions of angles referring back to section 3.1.1). The motion
is furthermore is only dependent on the initial orientation just like the Jeffery
orbits. It is also known by Hinch & Leal (1979) that the projected angle θ on the
plane perpendicular to the vorticity is monotonically decreasing. Each tri-axial
orbit can be seen as the flow on a toroidal surface, where a revolution around the
torus corresponds to a revolution of p around the vorticity corresponding to θ =
θ0−2πn (n = 1, 2, 3...). For every value of n we will end up on a different point
(φn, ψn) along a closed one-dimensional invariant curve T1 corresponding to a
Poincaré cross-section of that toroidal surface, i.e. (φn, ψn) ∈ T1. The motion
for a particle on one of these tori is typically also quasi-periodic as the second
rotational frequency on the torus seldom is matching the frequency of the θ-
motion. For slightly higher tri-axiality, dense layers are formed between these
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are compared with the perfectly spheroidal particle (kb = 1/4);
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order to draw the figure; (a) low Rep (b) moderate Rep; figure
adapted from paper 7.

tori. The Poincaré section of this orbit is instead a two-dimensional surface
T2. The orientation (φn, ψn) ∈ T2 can thus assume any value on that surface
at the n:th revolution. The motion of a particle initialized in an orientation
in this layer will experience a chaotic aperiodic motion, but the motion is still
restricted to this region and will not enter any of the stable tori. This type of
chaos can also be found in other conservative Hamiltonian systems such as the
Hénon-Heiles System or the undamped periodically driven Duffing oscillator
(Lakshmanan & Rajasekar 2003).

In the work by Lundell (2011), it was found that particle inertia was break-
ing the degenerate tori at Rep = 0 and St > 0. The result is that even for
very small St, the particle seems to enter the chaotic layers and thus ending
up in a chaotic rotation. It was seen that the prolate shape actually seemed
to be marginally stable and that the particle eventually ended up in a chaotic
rotation by just adding a slight tri-axiality of the prolate spheroid at St > 0.
Increasing St past the point where particle inertia is overcoming viscous damp-
ing (at St = St0.5), the long term chaotic solutions disappear and the rotation
around the minor axis is stabilized.
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4.5.2. Present results4

In the present work in paper 7 (Rosén et al. 2016b), we consider a particle
with rp = 4, but slight tri-axiality of kb/kc = 4/3, which presents a strong
divergence towards chaotic rotation at Rep = 0 and St & 0 according to the
results by Lundell (2011). We simulate the particle using the LB-EBF method
to obtain the qualitative dynamics and compare with the perfectly prolate case
kb/kc = 1. Due to computational limitations, we can not determine for sure
in all cases if the final state is chaotic or not. However, it was observed that
the particle in almost all cases drifted towards a rotation either around the
short axis (SA), the middle axis (MA) or the long axis (LA). It was therefore
decided to look at the stability of these rotations by initializing the particle at
a nearby trajectory. The rotational state was considered stable if the particle
was approaching the state. The dynamics was analyzed in a St,Rep-plane as
illustrated in fig. 4.15, where there was a clear difference between low Rep < 1
and moderate Rep > 10.

As observed by Einarsson (2015)5 for a slightly tri-axial prolate spheroid,
the MA and LA rotations are marginally stable, while the SA rotation is in-
cluded in the chaotic layer at Rep = St = 0. In the present results, MA is
found to be stabilized with just small fluid inertia. The region, where all three
principal rotations (SA, MA and LA) are unstable and chaotic rotation is prob-
able, is quickly vanishing in favor of the stable MA rotation. At high St, the
MA rotation is eventually destabilized in favor for a stable SA rotation. This
behavior is found to be consistent with the idea that the particle acts as a
pump, driving fluid in towards the particle in the vorticity direction and then
driving the fluid out in the flow-gradient plane. The particle is then simultane-
ously reacting to this induced flow field around it. The MA stabilization due to
weak fluid inertia can thus be easily modeled in the Jeffery formulation in sec-
tion 3.2 with perturbation ε1 & 0 to the diagonal of the velocity gradient tensor:

J =


ε1
2 1 0

0 ε1
2 0

0 0 −ε1

 , (4.10)

As the effects of fluid inertia seems to yield such a dramatic effect on the orbit
stability already at very small Rep, the effects observed here could potentially
be verified with the same linear perturbation approach by Einarsson et al.
(2015a,b).

4The main results in this section were found as part of the Master thesis by Y. Kotsubo with

the author acting as de-facto supervisor.
5The reference is regarding the example in figure 3.11 in Einarsson (2015) with rp = 5 and

kb/kc = 1.3, which is considered close to the present case.
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At moderate Rep > 10, it was found that many features of the slightly tri-
axial particle were similar as the perfectly spheroidal counterpart. At Rep =
ReLR, the LA rotation is stabilized, while then being destabilized at RePF .
Eventually at high Rep > Rec, the particle remains in a steady state. The
main dynamical transitions are found to be consistent with the idea that the
particle distorts the surrounding fluid field, such that the local strain in the
flow-gradient plane is increased around the particle. This is why for example
the steady state is created, which essentially resembles the type of alignment
seen in a pure strain field. Most of the dynamical features of the tri-axial
particle at moderate Rep can thus be included by modifying the off-diagonal
elements in the velocity gradient tensor according to:

J =


0 1 + ε2 0

ε2 0 0

0 0 0

 , (4.11)

using a small perturbation ε2 > 0. The results here indicate that the effect of
slight tri-axiality actually does not play such a big role when it comes to the
dynamics of a prolate spheroid in simple shear flow at Rep > 0. The chaotic
orbits are quickly destroyed in favor for the MA rotation and the particle ends
up with similar dynamics as the perfectly prolate spheroid.

4.6. Towards a reduced model

The main results of the work at moderate Rep rely on direct numerical simula-
tions of the actual flow field around the single particle. In a practical situation
when simulating many particles in suspension it is not feasible to resolve the
fluid field around each individual particle. It is thus desirable to find a re-
duced model that can capture all the relevant dynamics of the particle by just
knowing certain local parameters. An example of such a model was presented
by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) in eq. 4.4, where the dynamics of the symme-
try axis p is only determined by the the local velocity gradient tensor J, the
particle shape rp and size (through Rep). This type of equation can thus be
directly used in Lagrangian Particle Tracking (LPT) methods or in a statistical
Smoluchowski equation (e.g. eq. 3.41) but is restricted to low Rep.

In the present work, we have solved the exact equations numerically of
a spheroid in a simple shear flow and looked at the trajectories of the sym-
metry axis p in order to characterize the underlying relevant low-dimensional
dynamical system. Unfortunately, a general reduced equation of motion for p
at moderate Rep could not be found in the present work, but some stepping
stones will be presented to inspire future work in this direction.
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4.6.1. Simplest type of model

Through the study of the slightly tri-axial ellipsoid it was found that the main
dynamical features could be captured by just considering the linear distortion
of the fluid field around the particle due to fluid inertia. The effects in the
simple shear flow seemed to be consistent with additional strains Sε(Rep) in
the velocity gradient matrix such that:

J = O + S + Sε(Rep) (4.12)

resulting in Jeffery dynamics of:

ṗ = P

[
Op+

r2
p − 1

r2
p + 1

(S + Sε)p

]
, (4.13)

where

Sε =


ε1
2 ε2 0

ε2
ε1
2 0

0 0 −ε1

 . (4.14)

The addition of ε1 > 0 is coherent with a slow inflow along the vorticity axis
and out in the flow-gradient plane. This is believed to be the main mechanism
behind the prolate spheroid moving towards tumbling even in the absence of
particle inertia. At high Rep > Rec, ε1 ≈ 0 and ε2 > ε2,c, where the particle
ends up in a steady state above a critical value ε2,c. This is coherent with the
increase of local strain in the flow-gradient plane around the particle.

This type of model needs to be fine-tuned in order to find the correct
dependencies of ε1 and ε2 on Rep in order to match the orbit drift at low Rep
and the transition at Rec. By modifying the velocity gradient tensor in this way
we should easily be able to include particle inertia by coupling the torque with
the true rotational equation of motion in a similar way as Lundell & Carlsson
(2010). This simplest type of model will however only get the planar dynamics
correct and will not be able to capture any co-existing nonplanar states for the
prolate spheroid such as e.g. spinning and inclined rolling.

4.6.2. The Duffing-van der Pol oscillator

In the present work, it was found that the motion of the prolate spheroid in
a simple shear flow behaves exactly like a Duffing-van der Pol oscillator. Fol-
lowing the idea by Bretherton (1962), we express the dynamics in terms of a
vector q that has the same direction as p but is free to deform (p = q/|q|):
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q̇1 = C1q2,

q̇2 = (C2 − C3q
2
1)q1 + (C4 + C5q

2
1)q2,

(4.15)

with arbitrary functions C1, ..., C5. Using C1 = C3 = C5 = 1 and varying C2

and C4, we get phase portraits according to figure 4.16, which has remarkable
similarities to the prolate spheroid behavior when increasing Rep. For example
the transition at C4 = 0 corresponds to the transition at Rep = ReLR and
C2 = 0 corresponds to Rep = RePF .

If we assume that a correct dynamical model, when neglecting particle
inertia (St � St0.5), has some additions to the general Jeffery-equation by
Bretherton (1962):

q̇i = Aijqj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jeffery

+ ΛSε,ijqj︸ ︷︷ ︸
First order Rep-effects

+ Dijklqjqkql︸ ︷︷ ︸
Second order Rep-effects

, (4.16)

where

A = O + ΛS, Λ =
r2
p − 1

r2
p + 1

, (4.17)

Sε =


0 ε2 0

ε2 ε1 0

0 0 −ε1

 (4.18)

with arbitrary parameters ε1 and ε2, with similar strain effect as described in
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the previous section. The tensor D has elements D2111 = β1 and D2121 =
D2112 = D2211 = β2/3, while other elements equal to zero. The resulting sys-
tem is thus given by:

q̇1 =

(
Λ + 1

2
+ Λε2

)
q2, (4.19)

q̇2 =

(
Λ− 1

2
+ Λε2 + β1q

2
1

)
q1 + (ε1 + β2q

2
1)q2,

which is exactly the form of the Duffing-van der Pol oscillator. By correctly
scaling this nonlinear equation6, it might be possible to obtain a relevant non-
linear equation for ṗ. The functions ε1,2 and β1,2 should then be set accordingly
to match transitional Reynolds numbers and the orbit drift at low Rep. Fur-
thermore, it was found in paper 6 (Rosén 2016), that adding inertial terms to
the equation above according to:

εStq̈1 = −q̇1 +

(
Λ + 1

2
+ Λε2

)
q2, (4.20)

εStq̈2 = −q̇2 +

(
Λ− 1

2
+ Λε2 + β1q

2
1

)
q1 + (ε1 + β2q

2
1)q2,

we also obtain the same type of Shilnikov chaos found in the simulations of
the prolate spheroid when St > St0.5. It is therefore hypothesized that if a
correct reduced model is found for moderate fluid inertia, it will probably share
a lot of similarities of the system in eq. 4.19. This model will be valid up to
moderate Rep as long as St � St0.5. It can probably also be used to find the
correct expressions of the torque M on the particle, that can be coupled to the
equation of rotational motion to also account for effects of particle inertia as
St & O(St0.5).

To start investigating this system, there are some key elements that must
be considered in equation 4.19 in order to actually represent the true system as
St� St0.5. In order for the phase portraits to be captured for the non-planar
motion in figure 4.16, then β1 < 0 and β2 > 0 as long as Rep < Rec. As already
mentioned, ε1 equals zero when Rep = ReLR and Λε2 + (1/2)(Λ− 1) = 0 when
Rep = RePF . When Rep > Rec, β1 is greater than zero in order to ensure that
q̇2 > 0 at q2 = 0 for all q1 > 0, which is a requirement to have a steady state.

Although not being further investigated in the present work, the consider-
ations above provide a good starting point for future development. Hopefully,

6Due to the nonlinearity of the equations, a simple projection operation is not possible as

done in the linear case by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b).
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such future studies will eventually lead to a reduced model for the effects of
moderate inertia on general non-spherical particles in general linear flow fields.



CHAPTER 5

Nanofibrils in strain flow

This chapter will describe the present efforts to describe the angular dy-
namics of dispersed cellulose nanofibrils (CNF). The small size of the particles
makes inertial effects negligible (Rep, St ≈ 0), but the diffusive dynamics is
more important. The main flow problem of interest is the alignment in a bi-
axial strain flow induced by a flow-focusing process described by H̊akansson
et al. (2014) and illustrated in figure 1.2. The simplified form of the typical
linear flow in the core flow of CNF is expressed by the velocity gradient tensor
(dimensional form marked with asterisk):

J∗ = ε̇J = ε̇


− 1

2 0 0

0 − 1
2 0

0 0 1

 , (5.1)

with strain rate ε̇. Our starting point is the previously defined Smoluchowski
equation describing the evolution of the orientation distribution Ψp:

DΨp

Dt
= R(Pe−1RΨp)−R(ṗΨp), (5.2)

with the rotational operator R defined earlier in eq. 3.40. The Péclet number

91
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Pe defined in this flow problem as:

Pe =

√
3

2

ε̇

Dr
, (5.3)

where Dr is the rotary diffusion coefficient. The advective dynamics of ṗ is
assumed to be the same as described by Jeffery (1922) in eq. 3.39. The nature
of the flow geometry makes it reasonable to study these equations by assuming
that the problem has cylindrical symmetry around the x3-axis (flow direction)
and not varying in radial direction. With the definitions of the angles described
before, the equation 5.2 reduces to (H̊akansson et al. 2016):

∂Ψφ

∂t
+ u3

∂Ψφ

∂x3
=

1

sinφ

∂

∂φ

(
Pe−1 sinφ

∂Ψφ

∂φ
− sinφφ̇Ψφ

)
, (5.4)

where the angular velocity φ̇ is determined by Jeffery (1922) as:

φ̇ =
∂φ

∂t
= −∂u3

∂x3

(
r2
p − 1

r2
p + 1

)
3

2
cosφ sinφ. (5.5)

Furthermore, the orientation distribution is normalized according to:

∫ π/2

−π/2
Ψφ(x3, t)| sinφ|dφ = 1. (5.6)

During stationary flowing conditions, the derivative ∂Ψφ/∂t equals to zero and
we obtain a stationary distribution of Ψφ = Ψφ,0(x3). After stopping the flow
at the stationary conditions, the convective time-derivative vanishes along with
the advective forcing and the orientation distribution will evolve according to:

∂Ψφ

∂t
=

1

sinφ

∂

∂φ

(
Pe−1 sinφ

∂Ψφ

∂φ

)
, (5.7)

where the initial condition is set by Ψφ = Ψφ,0(x3) at t = 0. A way to easily
investigate the diffusive angular dynamics of the CNF is thus by creating an
aligned state with an accelerated flow and then instantly stopping the flow to
observe how the alignment decays over time.

Note that this part of the present work is mainly experimental, and any
quantities referred to from this point onwards will be dimensional unless stated
otherwise. Furthermore, the coordinates will now also be referring to the Euler-
ian (lab) frame of reference with flow in the x3-direction.
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5.1. Background

The dynamics of the dispersed nanometer-sized fibrils is very challenging as
the width is significantly smaller than the wavelength of light. This implies
that they are impossible to study with a standard imaging microscope as the
diffraction of light makes them indistinguishable. Other advanced techniques
to resolve small particles are restricted to the study of stationary samples. This
is described further in the chapter on Prerequisite concepts. The techniques
that will be investigated in this thesis in order to capture dynamics of CNF
will include Polarized optical microscopy (POM), Small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) and X-ray Photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS).

5.1.1. Recent progress on characterization of CNF

The work by H̊akansson et al. (2014) and H̊akansson (2015) showed that a lot of
the CNF dynamics in the flow-focusing geometry could be captured by combin-
ing absolute static measurements using SAXS with relative static measurements
of birefringence using POM. A more recent study by H̊akansson et al. (2016)
also combined these measurement techniques with more sophisticated Smolu-
chowski models. Even though fairly good agreement between experiments and
models were found, there were still some discrepancies that seemed to be due to
the fact that the fibrils have a much quicker rotary diffusion when the system is
highly aligned compared to when the orientation distribution is more isotropic.
The reason for this is however not well known but can be due to several reasons
including electrostatic interactions, entanglement of particles or even chemical
interactions. In order to better understand the underlying physics behind the
rotary diffusion process, we need to resort to better time-resolved techniques.
This is something that we address in the present work.

5.1.2. The order parameter

The main property of interest in our flow-focusing device, is how well the fibrils
are aligning with the flow-direction. The quantity to characterize this degree
of alignment is called the order parameter Sφ defined by Van Gurp (1995) as:

Sφ =

〈
3

2
cos2 φ− 1

2

〉
, (5.8)

where 〈·〉 denotes an ensemble average over the particles. This parameter is
thus Sφ = 1 if φ = 0 and all particles are aligned with the flow direction.
When all the particles are randomly oriented, the order parameter Sφ equals
zero. Using an orientation distribution function Ψφ as defined before, the order
parameter can be found through:

Sφ =

∫ π/2

−π/2
Ψφ

(
3

2
cos2 φ− 1

2

)
| sinφ|dφ, (5.9)
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with Ψφ being normalized according to eq. 5.6. Furthermore, if we have a
hydrodynamically aligned system, where the flow is instantly stopped and de-
caying towards isotropy (according to eq. 5.7), the order parameter decays as:

Sφ = Sφ,0e
−6Drt. (5.10)

If we can measure the decay of the order parameter, we can thus measure the
rotary diffusion coefficient Dr. As we will show in the next section, this can be
achieved by using POM. However, this macroscopic description of alignment
does not reveal anything about the underlying structural changes giving rise to
the de-alignment; something that can be revealed with scattering techniques.

5.2. Present methods

For the present study we use a dispersion of carboxy-methylated CNF with
a concentration of 2.0-3.3 g/l. The exact preparation of the dispersion is de-
scribed in papers 9 & 10.

5.2.1. Polarized optical microscopy (POM)

As the CNF become aligned in the x3-direction, there is also a difference be-
tween the refractive indexes n‖ and n⊥ of light polarized parallel and perpen-
dicular to the x3-direction, respectively. This difference ∆n = n‖−n⊥ gives rise
to a phase shift between the two components of light if it is initially polarized
in an oblique angle. If we place two linear polarization filters on each side of
the sample, with polarization −45◦ and 45◦, respectively, we can measure this
phase shift as it is directly related to the transmitted light intensity through:

IPOM ∝ (∆n)2. (5.11)

This measured intensity is related to the order parameter through (Van Gurp
1995):

Sφ = Sφ,ref

√
IPOM

IPOM,ref
. (5.12)

If we have a reference measurement of the absolute order parameter Sφ,ref at
a given point and the corresponding POM light intensity IPOM,ref, the POM
experiment will give us the true order parameter Sφ. In the present work, the
reference measurements for the absolute order parameter are performed using
SAXS. The rotary diffusion coefficient can be obtained without the reference
measurements as eq. 5.12 is combined with eq. 5.10 to yield:

IPOM = IPOM,0e
−12Drt. (5.13)
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Figure 5.1. (a) Illustration of the flow-stop setup; (b) sand-
wich construction of the flow cell; dimensions and definitions
of (c) the flow-focusing channel and (d) the converging channel
along with example images of intensity IPOM; dimensions are
given in terms of the characteristic length of h = 1 mm; figure
adapted from paper 9.
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5.2.2. The flow-stop experiment

In the present work in paper 9 (Rosén et al. 2016d), a flow-stop setup was
demonstrated in order to measure the decay of birefringence as the flowing CNF
was instantly stopped. The setup is illustrated schematically in figure 5.1a.
The light source is a laser module (130 mW and wavelength of λ ≈ 660 nm),
which is illuminating a circular region of approximately 10 mm in diameter.
Two cross-polarized filters are placed on each side of the channel as previously
explained and the transmitted light through experiment and filters is recorded
on a camera (Mako U-029B) at 100 frames per second. Using four three-way
valves (Takasago MTV-3SL), we can instantly redirect the flow, thus instantly
stopping the flow in the channel and the intensity of the transmitted light
IPOM is used to obtain the rotary diffusion coefficient Dr as described before.
The channel itself is milled through a plate of stainless steel, which is then
sandwiched between two 140 µm thick COC films (Tekni-plex 8007 X-04) as
illustrated in figure 5.1b. The construction is then mounted together using
thick aluminum plates outside of the COC films.

5.2.3. The flow channels

The main flow geometry that we want to study is the flow-focusing geometry
by H̊akansson et al. (2014) illustrated in fig. 5.1c. In paper 9, a comparison is
also done by aligning the CNF in a converging channel illustrated in fig. 5.1d.
The main advantage of the converging channel is that we can achieve a higher
aligned state by just adjusting the flow rate Q, without changing the amount
of material in the illuminated region of the channel. The main drawback is
that we can not anymore assume cylindrical symmetry, nor can we neglect the
influence of shear close to the walls. This makes it much more complicated
to compare this setup to the theoretical descriptions presented initially in this
chapter.

5.2.4. Order parameter from projections

In a standard flowing setup, the viewing direction is in the negative x2-direction
perpendicular to the flow as illustrated in figure 5.2. The particles are thus
observed in a projected viewing plane (x1, x3-plane). The orientation of the
particles in this plane is described by the angle χ, which is related to φ and θ
through:

tanχ = tanφ cos θ. (5.14)

If we have an orientation distribution of Ψχ, we can define an order parameter
based on this angle as:
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Figure 5.2. The particle orientation p is given by θ and φ;
the particle orientation in the viewing (x1, x3) plane perpen-
dicular to the beam (negative x2-direction) is given by χ; figure
adapted from paper 8.

Sχ =

∫ π/2

−π/2
Ψχ

(
3

2
cos2 χ− 1

2

)
| sinχ|dχ, (5.15)

with normalization:

∫ π/2

−π/2
Ψχ(x3, t)| sinχ|dχ = 1. (5.16)

This order parameter is also Sχ = 1 for a perfectly oriented system and Sχ = 0
in an isotropic system. However it is not the same order parameter as Sφ. If we
are considering a cylindrically symmetric system, we can assume θ to be uni-
formly distributed. Through Monte-Carlo simulations in paper 8 (Rosén et al.
2016c), it was found that Sφ can, under this assumption, be found through
measurements of Sχ using the relationship:

Sφ = a1S
7
χ + a2S

6
χ + ...+ a7Sχ, (5.17)
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Figure 5.3. Example of how the SAXS analysis is performed
to obtain the order parameter Sφ; (a) original scattering im-
age; (b) mirror corrected scattering image using information at
(±q1,±q3); (c) two-dimensional histogram of scattering inten-
sity using polar coordinates q and χd; (d) resulting estimate
of orientation distribution Ψχ; figure adapted from paper 9.

with coefficients defined in table 1.

5.2.5. Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

The SAXS experiments were performed at the P03 Beamline (Buffet et al. 2012)
of PETRA III at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg,
Germany. The flow cell is identical to the POM experiments, except for the
fact that the COC films are replaced by Kapton (DuPont 200HN, 50 µm thick-
ness). The X-ray beam is transmitted through the sample at a certain point in
the channel and the scattered light is recorded on a detector at distance L from
the sample. The pixel coordinates on the detector xd,1 and xd,3 corresponds to
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a1 12.18

a2 −49.65

a3 82.02

a4 −73.87

a5 38.43

a6 −12.41

a7 3.287

Table 1. Coefficients for the seventh degree polynomial func-
tion used for relating Sφ and Sχ in equation 5.17.

scattering vector components (Stribeck 2007):

q1 =
2πxd,1
λL

, q3 =
2πxd,3
λL

. (5.18)

A typical detector image in the SAXS experiments is illustrated in figure 5.3a
showing the scattering intensity ISAXS at given q1 and q3. The missing in-
formation due to the beam stop and dead pixels on the detector is corrected
by using information at (±q1,±q3) to yield the corrected scattering pattern in
figure 5.3b. Since the anisotropy in the SAXS pattern is in principle reflect-
ing the anisotropy in the distribution of the projected angle χ on the viewing
plane. The detector image coordinates are thus transformed into polar coor-
dinates q and χd to form the histogram in figure 5.3c in q ∈ [0.25, 0.5] nm−1.
Finally, in each subrange of q in the histogram, the isotropic contribution to
the scattering is removed and the data is normalized. The average data over all
q-subranges results in an estimate of the orientation distribution Ψχ (fig. 5.3d)
from which we obtain the order parameter Sφ through eqs. 5.15-5.17. Details
of this procedure can be found in papers 9 & 10.

5.2.6. X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS)

The XPCS experiments were performed at the BL40XU beamline (Inoue et al.
2004) at the SPring-8 synchrotron radiation facility in Hyogo Prefecture, Japan.
The experimental setup for the XPCS experiments is in principle the same as
for the SAXS experiments. The main difference is that we now utilize coherent
light, which means that we get an interference (speckle) pattern on the detector
reflecting the instantaneous configuration of fibrils. The technique has not
been used before to study CNF, and the experiments were primarily focused
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Figure 5.4. Example of a scattering image from XPCS ex-
periments in the converging channel; figure adapted from pa-
per 10.

on investigating the possibility to utilize the technique for investigating the
diffusive dynamics of CNF in flows.

5.2.7. Numerical X-ray scattering experiments

In paper 8, a way of simulating a SAXS experiment was presented. It is known
that the scattering intensity on the detector is just a representation of the
Fourier transform of the electron density difference distribution ρ(r) in the
beam volume V according to (Stribeck 2007):

F [ρ(r)](q) =

∫
V

ρ(r) exp(ir · q)dV. (5.19)

In small angle scattering experiments, the intensity on the detector with nor-
mal in x2-direction is given by:

I(q1, q3) = |F [ρ(r)](q1, 0, q3)|2. (5.20)

In the numerical experiment, a discrete three-dimensional beam volume is cre-
ated. In this beam volume particles are placed and the electron density dif-
ference distribution is represented by a binary function denoting if a voxel is
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inside or outside a particle. Finally, the discrete Fourier tranform is used to
obtain a scattering pattern according to eq. 5.20. The method was utilized in
order to verify the relationship between the true order parameter Sφ and the
order parameter Sχ obtained from SAXS leading to eq. 5.17.

5.3. Results: Rotary diffusion of CNF

By combining the time-averaged SAXS measurements with the time-dependent
POM flow-stop experiments, we obtained the true decay of Sφ at different
downstream locations x3 in paper 9 (Rosén et al. 2016d). An example is
illustrated in figure 5.5. Clearly, the rotary diffusion consists of one initial fast
de-alignment according to Dr,fast and one eventual slow de-alignment governed
by Dr,slow. By probing at different downstream locations, we find how the
diffusion coefficients depend on the initial order parameter as illustrated in
figure 5.6. A couple of important observations are made from this figure.

Firstly, the slow diffusion process, governed by Dr,slow, remains fairly con-
stant regardless of initial alignment, which is consistent with the hypothesis
that this is caused by Brownian diffusion. Secondly, the fast diffusion governed
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Figure 5.6. Rotary diffusion coefficients Dr,fast and Dr,slow

as functions of initial order parameter Sφ,0 in the flow-focusing
channel; the arrows 1-4 show schematically the evolution of
Dr,fast and Sφ,0 when increasing x3 (downstream position);
figure adapted from paper 9.

by Dr,fast is highly dependent not only on the initial order parameter, but also
on the flow state. Before the focusing region, the fibrils are experiencing a
parabolic velocity profile dominated by shear (denoted 1 in figure). The fibrils
are then hypothesized to be less entangled as the shear is constantly rotating
the fibrils and electrostatic interaction repels nearby fibrils. In this sheared
state, Dr,fast is linearly increasing with Sφ. During the focusing the fibrils con-
tinue to align with the flow, but they enter a flow predominantly dominated
by strain and the diffusion decays instead with alignment (denoted 2 in figure).
In this strained state, the fibrils are hypothesized to be more or less attached
due to short-range interactions and follow another linear relationship between
Dr,fast and Sφ (denoted 3 in figure). At some point downstream, as the flow
is neither experiencing significant shear or strain, the fibrils still tend to go
back to a relaxed state (denoted 4 in figure), which seems to be similar as the
initial (sheared) state. This could be merely a consequence of translational dif-
fusion eventually causing the fibrils to go back to a state with no short-range
interactions.

The same study was performed in the converging channel and the main
results are illustrated in figure 5.7. Here, the acceleration could be increased
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ing flow rate Q; figure adapted from paper 9.

through the flow rate Q. Since no absolute measurements of Sφ were done in
this channel, we instead estimate the equivalent order parameter SCC

φ by assum-
ing that similar acceleration in the converging channel compared to the flow-
focusing channel results in the same order parameter. There are two interesting
observations in the figure. Firstly, the fast diffusion coefficient Dr,fast is increas-
ing with the flow rate Q and thus also with the order parameter SCC

φ . Secondly,

even though SCC
φ is increasing downstream from x3 = 7 mm to x3 = 10 mm,

Dr,fast is decreasing. The interpretation is that the different downstream lo-
cations correspond to different shear/strain states as the flow configuration is
always changing. The most strain is experienced at x3 = 10 mm, and at this
location the CNF is also hypothesized to have most short-range interactions
along the channel and therefore Dr,fast is lowest here at a given flow rate.

The results in paper 9 leaves us with several hypotheses and open ques-
tions about the dynamics of CNF. It is clear that previous assumption by
e.g. H̊akansson et al. (2016) that the rotary diffusion is only dependent on the
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alignment does not hold. There seems to be more intricate interactions be-
tween the fibrils at different flow states. To get more clues that could take
us closer to the truth, it would be interesting to study the same dynamics by
e.g. changing the fibril surface charge, the fibril shapes, the concentration or
other modifications to the CNF.

5.4. Results: Assessment of time-resolved X-ray techniques

The results from paper 9 (Rosén et al. 2016d) suggest that there is a great
potential benefit to be able to probe structural changes of the CNF during
the de-aligning process. The X-ray techniques described before (SAXS and
XPCS) are able to measure such quantities. At the same time, the CNF is
also likely to degrade eventually due to the X-ray radiation and the flow-stop
experiment requires the same fibrils to be located inside the beam volume
during the measurement. Through the POM experiments in paper 9 (Rosén
et al. 2016d), the required time-resolution for these methods to capture the
dynamics of the fast rotary diffusion must be at least τfast ≈ 10−2 s. Similarly,
to study the dynamics of the slow rotary diffusion, the time-resolved techniques
need at least a time resolution of τslow ≈ 0.4 s.

In paper 10 (Rosén et al. 2016e), these time scales are thus compared with
the typical exposure time of the technique to get relevant data τexp and the
typical degradation time of the fibrils τdeg..

5.4.1. Time-resolved SAXS

The first method is to use the same SAXS analysis as previously described in
order to perform a time sequence of scattering patterns from which we can
extract average quantities such as the order parameter. The exposure time
needed for CNF with a concentration of 3.3 g/l is found to be around τSAXS =
10 s. We would thus need to have at least 10 s of exposure in order to have a
converged scattering pattern. However, when leaving the sample exposed in the
beam, the scattering intensity rapidly drops and already at τSAXS,deg. = 0.1 s,
a significant amount of the material is degraded.

Even though τSAXS,deg. � τSAXS, there might still be a possibility to av-
erage over several experiments as the SAXS technique anyway only provides
average quantities and the same fibrils are not needed to be exposed during the
de-aligning process. If the exact experimental conditions are reproduced with
repeated experiments using low exposure times, a converged scattering pattern
can be built up at every time interval after stopping the flow. We thus propose
an experiment where we take 10 images with exposure τfast = 0.01 s during
the first τSAXS,deg. = 0.1 s after the flow is stopped. Repeating this experiment
τSAXS/τfast = 1000 times, we would have gathered enough statistics for a con-
verged scattering pattern in every time interval. Such an experiment however
requires careful planning to end up successful.
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5.4.2. XPCS

Even more details about the de-alignment process could potentially be found
by analyzing the interference (speckle) pattern from coherent light using XPCS.
The main problem was to get high enough speckle intensity in order for the
speckles arising from the light interaction with CNF to be distinguishable com-
pared to the speckles arising from background noise sources. This is found to
be dependent on the exposure time. In order to have at least a signal-to-noise
ratio of 1.25, we need an exposure time of τXPCS = 0.1 s. As the analysis re-
quires only very small changes in the interference pattern between subsequent
images, this exposure time is far too long to capture the fast part of the ro-
tary diffusion. Furthermore, it is found that the degradation of CNF is also
substantial and after τXPCS,deg. = 0.1 s, the scattering intensity has gone down
considerably.

Unfortunately, the results does indicate that the XPCS technique will be
very difficult to use on CNF due to both low scattering and high degradation.
There might be chemical modifications to the fibrils that could help overcoming
these obstacles, but it might be more reasonable to use model particles of
another material (e.g. gold) to mimic the behavior of CNF.
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CHAPTER 6

Summary & Conclusions

The present work is intended to provide a fundamental understanding of the
angular dynamics of non-spherical particles in flows related to biobased ma-
terial production. The two material processes of interest is the production of
paper made from macroscopic cellulose fibers and the production of filaments
made from cellulose nanofibrils (CNF). In both of these processes it is impor-
tant to control the orientation of the dispersed particles since it influences the
properties of the final product.

For the macroscopic cellulose fibers, it was identified from previous exper-
iments that the influence of inertia is of significant interest, especially in the
strongly sheared pulp suspension during the forming of the paper. For this
reason, we performed a fundamental study of how the dynamics of a single
non-spherical particle in simple shear flow is affected by inertia. As this study
also concerns disc-shaped particles it has a wider application range than just
the process of making paper.

To understand the angular dynamics of CNF, we mainly concentrated on
experimental characterization techniques. These techniques can potentially be
used in the future to identify the important fundamental processes that can be
subject for a more in-depth study.

The main contributions from the present work are summarized here below.

6.1. Large particle in simple shear flow

6.1.1. Summary

Understanding the dynamics of a spheroidal particle in simple shear flow with
inertia is a long standing problem that dates back to the early work by Jef-
fery (1922). Although the problem has been approached through numerous
experimental, numerical and theoretical studies, there was up until now no
consensus on what the effect of inertia is. The present work combined with the
recent work by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b); Candelier et al. (2015) provides a
quantitatively accurate and complete description of the dynamical behavior at
Rep ∈ [0, 200] for aspect ratios ranging from thin discs (rp → 0) to moderately
slender fibers (rp ≈ 10). Although, the results in papers 1-7 provide the funda-
mental understanding for all St ∈ [0,∞) and the effect of confinement κ, we will

107
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concentrate on the results when assuming the particle to be neutrally buoyant
(Rep = St) in an unconfined shear flow (κ → 0). The results are summarized
as follows and is essentially a description of figure 4.11 originating from paper 5:

• In the absence of inertia, the particle moves in closed degenerate orbits,
determined by their initial conditions as described by Jeffery (1922).

• With weak inertia (Rep & 0), the degeneracy is broken and the spheroids
drift towards a rotation around their minor axis. For very thin discs
rp < 1/7.3, the particle can either rotate around its minor axis or around
its major axis depending on initial orientation. This was described by
Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) and verified through numerical simulations
in paper 4. The results from paper 4 also indicated that the solutions
from Einarsson et al. (2015a,b) are approximately valid up to Rep ≈ 1.

• With sufficiently high Rep, the oblate spheroid (rp < 1) can assume
a stationary steady state with the minor axis almost aligned in the
gradient-direction (paper 3).

• Effects from particle inertia are negligible as long as St� St0.5, where
St0.5 is a critical number that determines when particle inertia is over-
coming viscous damping (paper 5).

• At moderate Rep > 10 and St � St0.5, the prolate spheroid under-
goes dynamical transitions identical to a two-dimensional Duffing-van
der Pol oscillator (paper 5). The different rotational states are described
in papers 1, 2, 4 & 5. At high Rep and St� St0.5 the prolate particle
will assume a steady state where the major axis is almost aligned in the
flow direction.

• For low rp particles, the number St0.5 is of O(100) and the influence
of particle inertia at Rep & 100 allows for chaotic rotational states to
exist as described in paper 6. Particle inertia also causes a steady state
to co-exist with an inertial tumbling motion around the minor axis at
higher Rep (papers 2 & 5).

• In the absence of inertia, it is known that slight tri-axiality can lead
to a chaotic rotation. In paper 7, it was shown that very small effects
of fluid inertia is sufficient to eliminate the chaotic states by stabilizing
the rotation around the intermediate axis. Consequently, there is no
larger difference in dynamical behavior of the slightly tri-axial particle
compared to the equivalent spheroid at Rep > 0.
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Figure 6.1. Example of a Poiseuille flow in a planar channel;
a suspended fiber is translating with constant velocity along
a streamline and the local flow field around the particle can
be approximated with a simple shear flow; the flow is divided
into three regions depending on shear rates.

• The different stable rotational states have a big effect on the orientation
probability distribution of particles and consequently the rheological be-
havior of the suspension (papers 2 & 3).

• The results from papers 1-7 indicate that there probably is a possibility
to develop a reduced model describing the dynamics of the spheroid
symmetry axis ṗ = f(p, Rep, rp) in a linear shear flow. The dynamics
at low Rep seems to be consistent with the fact that a weak flow is driven
in towards the particle in the vorticity direction and driven out in the
flow-gradient plane during the rotation. The dynamics at moderate Rep
seems to be caused by increased local strain in the flow-gradient plane.
The starting point for the development of a reduced model was discussed
in section 4.6 in this work.

6.1.2. Conclusions

How can all of these results be used in a practical situation, e.g. in an industrial
process of making fiber materials such as paper?

Consider our situation with the planar contracting headbox flow in fig-
ure 1.1. For simplicity, we neglect for now the contraction and approximate
the flow with a planar Poiseuille flow in figure 6.2. We also assume the flow to
be laminar with a much lower centerline velocity of Umax = 0.375 m/s and a
channel height of H = 10−2 m, matching the outlet of the headbox. This means
that the maximum shear rate at the wall reaches γ̇max = 4Umax/H = 150 s−1.
The suspended particles are assumed to follow the straight streamlines with a
constant translational velocity according to their distance from the wall. We
furthermore assume that the local flow around the particle can be described by
a simple shear flow with the shear rate according to the slope of the parabolic
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Figure 6.2. An approximated angular distribution of fibers
of rp = 10 in the Poiseuille flow with Rep ∈ [0, 150] and the
profile of the effective viscosity νeff..

velocity profile. We then assume the fibers to have aspect ratio rp = 10, length
of l = 10−3 m and that they are suspended in water with ν = 10−6 m2/s. This
means that the particle Reynolds number will increase linearly from Rep = 0
at the centerline to Rep = γ̇maxl

2/ν = 150 close to the wall.

We divide the channel into three regions: (I) Core region of the channel
with low Rep < 20, (II) Intermediate region of the channel with Rep ∈ [20, 100]
and (III) Wall region with high Rep > 100. Given figure 4.11, we can deter-
mine the probable rotational states and from that also determine the probable
orientation distribution illustrated in figure 6.2. From the rheology results in
section 4.4.3, we can also predict the profiles of the effective viscosity νeff. in
this layer.

I In the core region, the only stable rotational state is tumbling (T) accord-
ing to figure 4.11. The particle will rotate, but spend most of the time
aligned in the flow direction. The rheology results indicate shear-thinning
behavior and the effective viscosity will thus decrease away from the cen-
terline.

II In the intermediate region, the tumbling state (T) co-exists with a stable
spinning state (S). In this layer, there will thus be both particle aligned
parallel and perpendicular to the flow direction. As the particles in the
spinning state cause a shear-thickening behavior, the effective viscosity of
both tumbling and spinning particles will probably remain constant.

III In the wall region, the fibers will assume a steady state (SS), closely
aligned with the flow direction. The steady state gives rise to slight shear-
thickening behavior and the effective viscosity will increase towards the
wall.
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This type of qualitative predictions can be done easily by using the results
in figure 4.11. We can also predict what happens when changing aspect ratios
rp and different flow rates (which will influence the range of Rep). Of course
these predictions are highly idealized as we assume turbulence to be negligible,
the suspension to be dilute and no other wall interactions. Such additions
will probably change the qualitative predictions provided here. However, the
results from this part of the thesis provide an important foundation for physical
understanding and is one of many stepping stones towards full understanding
of suspension flows.

6.2. Nanofibrils in strain flow

6.2.1. Summary

The recent method to produce strong and stiff filaments from CNF by H̊akansson
et al. (2014) is used as a motivation to study the collective angular dynamics
of CNF in strain flow. The present work can be summarized as follows:

• The static absolute alignment of the CNF can be studied with Small an-
gle X-ray scattering (SAXS), which was shown by e.g. H̊akansson et al.
(2014). To characterize the alignment of fibrils in models, the order
parameter Sφ based on the polar angle φ is used. However, the order
parameter derived from the scattering pattern Sχ is actually a represen-
tation of the distribution of the projected angle χ on the viewing plane
with normal perpendicular to the flow direction. In paper 8, it is shown
through Monte-Carlo simulations that Sφ can be easily derived from Sχ
by assuming the azimuthal angle θ to be distributed uniformly.

• The dynamic relative alignment of the CNF can be studied with Polar-
ized optical microscopy (POM), which was also shown by e.g. H̊akansson
(2015). In paper 9, a new flow-stop setup was built in order to capture
the de-aligning dynamics when instantly stopping a hydrodynamically
aligned system of CNF.

• The flow-stop experiments in paper 9 revealed that the de-alignment
process consists of two parts. Instantly after stopping, the CNF are
quickly de-aligning according to the rotary diffusion coefficient Dr,fast

and at longer times the de-alignment is slower according to Dr,slow (pa-
per 9).

• The slow time scale is staying fairly constant regardless of initial con-
figuration and is believed to be related to Brownian rotary diffusion
(paper 9).
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• The fast time scale is dependent not only on alignment as previously
hypothesized by H̊akansson et al. (2016). It is clear that there is a signif-
icant dependence on the type of flow that the dispersion is experiencing
and more strain-dominated flow state actually leads to a lower Dr,fast.
The reason for this is hypothesized to be the result of short-range inter-
actions between fibrils that are more easily formed when dispersed in a
strained flow (paper 9).

• It would be interesting to follow configuration changes of the CNF dur-
ing the de-alignment process. In paper 10 an assessment of both time-
resolved SAXS and X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) was
performed in order to see if these methods could provide us this informa-
tion. It is found that both time-resolved synchrotron techniques applied
on the CNF system suffer from two problems. Firstly, the CNF must
be exposed to the radiation for a long time to get significant data due
to low scattering intensity from the cellulose. Secondly, the cellulose
quickly degrades in the X-ray beam (paper 10). The solution for utiliz-
ing time-resolved SAXS might be to perform an extensive well-triggered
sequence of experiments. In order to utilize XPCS in flow-stop experi-
ments, both scattering intensity and resistance to degradation must be
improved (paper 10).

6.2.2. Conclusions

The main conclusion to draw from this work is that the interactions between
the dispersed cellulose nanofibrils are much more complicated than previously
understood. Although an answer to what is causing this behavior is not com-
pletely determined within the present work, the results here provide important
points that must be considered in the future, which might lead us closer to a
solution.

The POM flow-stop experiment proved to be a valuable tool to provide
experimental values of the rotary diffusion coefficients as functions of flow state
and alignment. The setup should be utilized in the future to characterize
different types of CNF to find underlying mechanisms behind the intricate
dynamics. The present numerical models using the Smoluchowski equation
should then be improved accordingly to account for such effects. Possibly, new
X-ray or neutron scattering techniques could be tested to give more insight into
structural changes during relaxation form aligned fibrils to isotropy.

At the end, all of this will lead us towards being able to control the dynam-
ics of the CNF with optimized flow geometries. This in turn can potentially
lead to new fascinating biobased materials, which are continuously and care-
fully assembled on a nanometer scale.



CHAPTER 7

Outlook

Based on the results in this work, there are several interesting topics that can
be investigated in the future. Some of these will be listed in this chapter.

7.1. Large particles in fluid flows

The results in this thesis on the angular dynamics of an inertial particle in
shear flow was motivated by the papermaking process. However, the results
are providing a description of particles with a large range of shapes. As a
future outlook from this part of the thesis will therefore be focused on potential
research that can be done to continue build up this fundamental knowledge.

7.1.1. Reduced model for the dynamics including fluid inertia

As already discussed in section 4.6, many of the results in papers 1,2 & 4-7 have
established an understanding that a simple dynamical system can capture the
dynamics of a neutrally buoyant prolate spheroid in a shear flow. Thus, by only
knowing local information about the velocity gradients at the particle position
and the particle orientation, we can determine the particle angular velocity at
a given Rep. It would be interesting to investigate this even further and find a
reduced model that quantitatively matches the direct numerical results at mod-
erate Rep in a simple shear flow also for oblate spheroids. Possibly, one can
then get insights in how the equation of motion by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b)
(eq. 4.4) will be modified to account for moderate fluid inertia. As a next step
it would be interesting to use such a model in a Lagrangian Particle Track-
ing (LPT) framework and compare both with direct numerical simulations and
LPT using Jeffery’s solutions. Of course, such a model will only capture the
angular dynamics of the particle. Any cross-streamline migration of particles
will not be captured as the particle is still assumed to have the same velocity as
the undisturbed fluid at the particle center-of-mass. This most certainly inval-
idates the usage of such a reduced model in any flow field with rapid changes
of the velocity gradients along a streamline, as for example found in turbulent
flows.
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7.1.2. Coupling rotation and translation

7.1.2a. Enabling translation in the present simulations.
The results of papers 1-7 are based on the assumption that the particle has
no relative velocity to the fluid and the translational equation of motion is
disabled. When enabling the translation, it was however found that the center-
of-mass did not move significantly and the rotational states remained the same.
This fact that was also mentioned by Yu et al. (2007) and Huang et al. (2012b).
This served as a motivation to study the rotation separately. There are however
some indications in later simulations that the symmetry-breaking mode found
in paper 5 could potentially cause the particle to translate. To investigate this
further, one could start by studying the linear stability of the spinning spher-
oid and enable the translational motion. This should give some indications if
and when the rotation is truly decoupled from the translation at moderate Rep.

7.1.2b. Effect of translational Reynolds number.
As soon as the particle has a velocity relative to the surrounding fluid, the
translational Reynolds number Rep,trans. (eq. 3.4) is not equal to zero. It is
already known for rotating spheres that this gives rise to translational forces
called Saffman and Magnus forces and the particles migrates across stream-
lines. The non-zero Rep,trans. also influences the torque of the particle depend-
ing on angle of attack. For rapidly varying flows, the effects from translational
inertia on the rotation of the particle might be even more significant than the
effects from local velocity gradients. As a future study it would be therefore
particularly interesting to investigate up to what Rep,trans., that the results in
this thesis are valid. This study can be done numerically by fixing the parti-
cle center-of-mass at the center of the domain, just as done in this work, but
having a net velocity of the moving walls that generates the shear flow. The
results can then be compared with certain test cases of a single particle in any
general flow field with direct numerical simulations. This will determine for
which real suspension flows it makes sense to consider translational fluid in-
ertia and for which cases it makes sense to only consider rotational fluid inertia.

7.1.2c. Sedimentation.
When the particle is heavier than the surrounding fluid (St > Rep), the par-
ticle will start to sediment under the influence of gravity. This causes also the
particle to have a relative net velocity to the surrounding fluid, which in turn
results in a non-zero Rep,trans.. The previously mentioned study of the transla-
tional Reynolds number can thus potentially be extended into explaining when
gravity and sedimentation will have an influence on the rotation of a particle
in a simple shear flow.
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7.1.3. Experiments

The flow problem presented in this work is intended to serve as a tool to in-
vestigate the inertial effects on the rotation of a single spheroid in a simple
shear flow. This situation is of course very idealized in the numerical and an-
alytical world and might thus not be a good representation of anything in the
real world. For example, there are always different sources of disturbances on
the flow which can cause the dynamics to be qualitatively different than the
results presented here. To find out, careful experiments should be performed
to examine to what extent these results can be reproduced in a laboratory.

7.1.3a. Neutrally buoyant particles.
The obvious experiment to consider is just to release a neutrally buoyant spher-
oidal particle in a planar Couette flow apparatus and observe the resulting dy-
namics. At low Rep, it would be interesting to see if the orbit drift of a prolate
spheroid from a initial spinning state is consistent with the numerical linear
stability analysis. At higher Rep, one can observe if the final rotational state
follows the predictions given by the numerics in this thesis. However, all exper-
imental verifications of the results in the thesis at Rep > O(10) must be done
in a highly confined experiment as the channel Reynolds number otherwise will
be much too large for the flow to remain stable.

7.1.3b. Heavy particles.
As the particle is heavy (St > Rep), we can not anymore easily study the
unconstrained rotation of the spheroidal particle as gravity will cause it to
sediment. However, the planar rotation of a spheroid would be interesting to
study experimentally. This can be done by placing the spheroid on a wire
aligned in the vorticity direction to keep the particle from sedimenting while
still allowing the particle to rotate around it. This could potentially provide
verification of the driven damped pendulum mechanism and give experimental
values of Rec and Stc. More discussion on how to perform experiments with
heavy particles in shear flow was discussed by Lundell & Carlsson (2010).

7.1.4. Particle-particle interactions

Another quite strict assumption that was done in the present study of the large
particle in shear flow is the fact that it is not interacting with any other nearby
particle either hydrodynamically or through collisions. While this might be a
valid assumption when considering a suspension with very low concentration,
most real cases are not that dilute. A first step is to study a two-particle system
and see at what inter-particle distance that the two particles stop behaving as
individual particles, which will tell us when the assumption of a dilute system
fails. Some indications were seen in paper 1 when studying two tumbling
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prolate spheroids and that Rec was changing depending on the inter-particle
distance.

7.1.5. Particle-wall interactions

The strongest shear in real flow situations are usually found close to walls. So
far, the results have only been considering the rotation of a particle either where
the effect of nearby walls is negligible or a confined case with two moving walls
with equal distance to the particle. In the real case it might be more suitable to
set up a shear flow where the zero velocity point is closer to one wall such that
the effect of the second wall is negligible. Also here, it would be interesting
to see what happens with both the rotation and the translation of the particle
when it comes closer to a wall.

7.1.6. Other types of particles

So far, the present results of a large particle in a shear flow has been re-
stricted to the assumption that the particle is a rigid spheroid with aspect
ratio rp ∈ (0, 10). The study could however easily be extended into other types
of particles.

7.1.6a. High aspect ratio particles.
The fiber suspension flows that we are motivating the present work with are
usually concerning particles with rp higher than 10. Even though we can ex-
trapolate the results to provide qualitative predictions, there are still open
questions remaining for these particles. The main issue is to resolve the fluid
field accurately around the minor dimension of the particle in the numerical
simulations. This is something that has been problematic with the techniques
used in this thesis. If one can overcome these resolution issues, it would be
very interesting to study the behavior of fibers in the range rp = 10-100 and
see when the slender fiber assumption (where the fiber is only described as a
one-dimensional particle with rp → ∞) can be used at moderate Rep. Since
the present numerical methods are struggling with resolution issues, this might
be a more suitable topic for an experimental study.

7.1.6b. Arbitrary shapes.
The ellipsoidal shape might be a very crude assumption of any real particle. It
would thus be interesting to study how well the motion of a real shaped particle
particle can be described with the results in this thesis. For example, how well
is a biconcave blood cell described by an oblate spheroid? Or can the motion
of a cylindrical fiber be captured by a prolate spheroid even at moderate Rep?

7.1.6c. Deformable particles.
In biological applications, such as the motion of blood cells or bacteria, the
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particles are rarely rigid. It is more common to model the particle as a vesicle or
a capsule with a viscous liquid enclosed by an elastic membrane. When it comes
to cellulose fibers for paper making, the elasticity of the fibers might also play
a bigger role as the particle does not remain rigid at high rp. These particles
could possibly also be modeled by allowing deformation of the present particle
grid in the numerical simulations. As a future study, it would be interesting
to perform simulations of almost rigid capsules and almost inelastic fibers in
shear flow, to see when the dynamics start to qualitatively change from the
perfectly rigid case.

7.1.7. Other canonical flow problems

As described previously, the ellipsoidal particle in a linear velocity field will
tend to align its major axis in the eigendirection of the strongest eigenvalue
of the velocity gradient matrix. The case of a particle in a simple shear flow
is particularly interesting as it is not easy to know the solution of stable ro-
tational states a priori, since the eigenvalues of the velocity gradient matrix
are all zero. Although the rotation in other linear velocity fields might be an
interesting topic for further research there are also other flow cases that could
be an interesting extension of the present work.

7.1.7a. Influence of non-linear gradients.
In the Lagrangian frame of a suspended particle (referring back to fig. 3.1), we
have only looked at the case where the flow is approximated with a linear flow
field. However, second spatial derivatives of the fluid velocity could potentially
also have an influence on the qualitative dynamics of the particles. For exam-
ple, spherical particles in an inertial flow with a parabolic velocity profile (e.g. a
pipe flow) are known to migrate towards regions of higher shear giving rise to a
phenomena referred to as the Segré-Silberberg effect (Segré & Silberberg 1961).
It would be interesting to study the effect on such migration processes due to
the non-sphericity and inertia of particles. Possibly there might be different
migration behavior depending on the rotational state of the particle.

7.1.7b. Oscillating shear flow.
The shear flow always has a constant shear rate γ̇ in the present study. In
many industrial applications, the suspension flow could often be experiencing
a pulsatile behavior after a pump. This gives rise to a shear that is varying
over time. Also to measure the dynamic modulus of suspensions, it is common
to use an oscillating rather than a stationary shear flow in a rheometer. Nilsen
& Andersson (2013) studied the rotation of a prolate spheroid in a simple
oscillating shear flow (γ̇ = cosωt) in the absence of fluid inertia. As particle
inertia overcomes viscous damping, the motion of the spheroid is found to
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become chaotic. Initial results by Berg (2013)1 showed that there was still
chaotic motion present even with fluid inertia, but additional research must be
done on the topic to provide conclusive results.

7.2. Nanofibrils in fluid flows

The study of the dynamics of nanometer-sized particles in fluid flows is an
emerging topic that has many potential applications, especially for production
of materials that are assembled on the nanometer scale. The study of these par-
ticles usually can be placed somewhere between the classical fields of chemistry
and mechanics as the particles are too large to be considered with molecular
dynamic theory and too small for continuum mechanics. At the same time,
we are just now seeing new experimental facilities, which could potentially be
used to characterize the dynamical behavior of the nanoparticles such as syn-
chrotrons and free electron lasers. The field is therefore wide open for future
research.

Here, we will focus more on what can be done to improve the present
process to make strong filaments from cellulose nanofibrils (CNF). When it
comes to the large fibers in the papermaking process, it was identified that the
study of the inertial effects on the particles in the shearing regions provides a
relevant fundamental flow problem. For the study of CNF in the flow-focusing
device, it is identified that the rotary diffusion process is important to study.
However, to boil this process down to one fundamental flow problem is difficult
without knowing what really is causing the observed dynamics. The proposed
studies here will therefore be aimed towards finding the underlying mechanisms
behind the de-aligning dynamics of the CNF.

7.2.1. Further studies of mechanisms behind rotary diffusion using POM
flow-stop

The POM flow-stop apparatus presented in this thesis could potentially be used
as a standard characterization tool when modifying CNF in order to improve
the cellulose filament properties. If a modification of the fibrils or the process
give rise to significantly different dynamics, the results will build up more
and more knowledge about the rotary diffusion mechanisms. For example, the
effect of Brownian diffusion can be studied by performing the experiment at
different temperatures. The effect of electrostatic interactions can be studied by
changing the surface charge of the fibrils. The effect of short-range interactions
between fibrils could potentially be studied by changing the concentration.
The effect of shear versus strain can perhaps be studied with different flow
geometries. Since the CNF dispersion is not really homogeneous when it comes
to particle sizes and shapes, it might be interesting perhaps to study well-
defined dispersed nanofibrils of other materials. This can of course only be

1A master thesis project with the author as de-facto supervisor.
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done as long as these particles also change the birefringence of the dispersion
when aligned.

7.2.2. Time-resolved synchrotron measurements

In this thesis, it was discussed how time-resolved X-ray techniques at syn-
chrotrons (SAXS and XPCS) could be utilized to study time dependent struc-
tural changes of the material during the diffusion process. The main issue is
found to be both that the scattered light from the CNF is quite weak and that
the fibrils degrade quickly when exposed to the X-ray radiation. It would be
interesting to see if there might be certain CNF modifications that could both
give rise to a higher resistance to the radiation and give a higher scattering sig-
nal. Even here, it would be interesting to perhaps study dispersed nanofibrils
from other materials that perform better in terms of these properties.

7.2.3. Improved models for simulations

The knowledge of the CNF dynamics gained from the experiments will be cru-
cial for developing models for simulating the process to make CNF filaments.
Once a physical/chemical process is determined, it can possibly be described in
mathematical terms and later used in addition to the Smoluchowski equation
(eq. 5.2). One can also possibly perform the study in the opposite direction. By
assuming a certain physical/chemical process and changing the computational
model accordingly, one can predict the experimental outcome and compare
with the actual experiments. By improving the numerical scattering exper-
iments described in paper 8, one could also possibly predict even what the
SAXS/XPCS-pattern will look like given the results from a simulation.
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CHAPTER 8

Papers & author contributions

Paper 1
Effect of fluid inertia on the dynamics and scaling of neutrally buoyant particles
in shear flow
T. Rosén (TR), F. Lundell (FL) & C. K. Aidun (CKA). Published in J. Fluid Mech.
738, 563-590, 2014.

The non-linear rotational dynamics of a neutrally buoyant (St = Rep) prolate
spheroidal particle of fixed aspect ratio (rp = 4) in a simple shear flow was
studied by numerically with the LB-EBF method. It is demonstrated that the
transition to a steady state at high Rep is through a infinite-period saddle-
node bifurcation with a corresponding scaling of the rotation period at the
transition. TR performed the simulations for verification, validation and the
non-planar rotation under the supervision of FL. The additional simulations
with the LB-ALD method to describe the planar rotation were provided by
CKA. TR characterized the bifurcations with input from CKA and FL. The
paper was written by TR with input from FL and CKA. Typographical errors
in the published version have been corrected.

Paper 2
The dynamical states of a prolate spheroidal particle suspended in shear flow
as a consequence of particle and fluid inertia
T. Rosén (TR), M. Do-Quang (MDQ), C. K. Aidun (CKA) & F. Lundell (FL).
Published in J. Fluid Mech. 771, 115-158, 2015.

The results from the first paper were extended into describing the non-
linear angular dynamics of a single prolate spheroid in simple shear flow at
St ≥ Rep and rp = 2−6 using numerical simulations with the LB-EBF method.
TR performed all of the simulations under supervision of FL and MDQ. The
non-linear dynamics was characterized by TR with input from CKA and FL.
TR wrote the paper with input from FL, CKA and MDQ.
Parts of these results have been published in:
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Equilibrium solutions of the rotational motion of a spheroidal
particle in Couette flow
T. Rosén, F. Lundell, M. Do-Quang & C. K. Aidun
8th Int. Conf. on Multiphase Flow
May 26 – May 31 2013, Jeju, South Korea

Paper 3
Effect of fluid and particle inertia on the rotation of an oblate spheroidal par-
ticle suspended in linear shear flow
T. Rosén (TR), M. Do-Quang (MDQ), C. K. Aidun (CKA) & F. Lundell (FL).
Published in Phys. Rev. E 91 (5), 053017, 2015.

The angular dynamics of an oblate spheroidal particle in a simple shear flow was
studied numerically with the LB-EBF method at St ≥ Rep and rp ∈ [1/5, 1/2].
TR performed all the simulations and analyzed the resulting dynamics and
bifurcations with input from FL, MDQ and CKA. The paper was written by
TR with input from FL, CKA and MDQ.

Paper 4
Numerical analysis of the angular motion of a neutrally buoyant spheroid in
shear flow at small Reynolds numbers
T. Rosén (TR), J. Einarsson (JE), A. Nordmark (AN), C. K. Aidun (CKA),
F. Lundell (FL) & B. Mehlig (BM). Published in Phys. Rev. E 92 (6), 063022,
2015.

The angular dynamics of a neutrally buoyant spheroid (St = Rep) in a simple
shear flow at small Rep and rp ∈ [1/30, 30] was studied numerically to compare
with the recent results by Einarsson et al. (2015a,b). TR performed and an-
alyzed all the numerical simulations with input from FL, BM, AN and CKA.
The numerical model to study the global stability of the spinning state was
developed by AN. The theoretical stability calculations were performed by JE
and BM. The paper was jointly written by TR, BM and JE with input from
FL, CKA, and AN.

Paper 5
Quantitative analysis of the angular dynamics of a single spheroid in simple
shear flow at moderate Reynolds numbers
T. Rosén (TR), A. Nordmark (AN), C. K. Aidun (CKA), M. Do-Quang (MDQ)
& F. Lundell (FL). Published in Phys. Rev. Fluids 1 (4), 044201, 2016.

The same model to study the stability of the spinning state as in paper 4 was
demonstrated to be a tool to get quantitative results of critical Rep and St.
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A complete accurate description of stable rotational states was provided for
Rep ∈ [0, 200], rp ∈ (0, 10) and St = [0,∞). TR performed and analyzed all
the numerical simulations with input from FL, AN, CKA and MDQ. The paper
was written by TR with input from FL, AN, CKA and MDQ.

Paper 6
Chaotic rotation of a spheroidal particle in simple shear flow
T. Rosén (TR). To be submitted.

The angular dynamics of a prolate spheroidal particle at St > St0.5 and moder-
ate Rep is described in detail in this paper. The transition to chaotic rotational
states is found to be caused by a Shilnikov bifurcation as the spinning state
goes from being a saddle node to a saddle focus.

Paper 7
Orientational dynamics of a tri-axial ellipsoid in simple shear flow: influence
of inertia
T. Rosén (TR), Y. Kotsubo (YK), C. K. Aidun (CKA), M. Do-Quang (MDQ)
& F. Lundell (FL). Submitted, 2016.

The influence on the angular dynamics due to slight tri-axiality of a prolate
spheroid with rp = 4 was studied with LB-EBF simulations at St ≥ Rep. The
paper is mainly based on the Master thesis by YK, supervised by TR and FL.
Additional simulations and analysis are done by TR with input from FL, CKA
and MDQ. The paper was written by TR with input from YK, FL, CKA and
MDQ.

Paper 8
Evaluating alignment of elongated particles in cylindrical flows through small
angle scattering experiments
T. Rosén (TR), F. Lundell (FL), S. V. Roth (SVR) & L. D. Söderberg (LDS).
Manuscript in preparation.

Through Monte-Carlo simulations it was demonstrated that the true align-
ment of a system of elongated particles differs from the estimated alignment
from a projected image. The relationship between the true order parameter
Sφ and the projection order parameter Sχ was presented assuming cylindri-
cal symmetry of the projected configuration of particles. TR performed all the
numerical simulations and wrote the paper with input from LDS, FL and SVR.
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Paper 9
Measuring rotary diffusion of dispersed cellulose nanofibrils using Polarized Op-
tical Microscopy
T. Rosén (TR), N. Mittal (NM), K. Gowda V. (KGV), S. V. Roth (SVR) , P.
Zhang (PZ), L. D. Söderberg (LDS) & F. Lundell (FL). Manuscript in prepa-
ration.

The dynamics of CNF in an accelerated flow was studied experimentally with
a new flow-stop setup using POM and combining the results with SAXS ex-
periments. TR built the POM flow-stop setup and performed the experiments
under supervision of FL and LDS. The CNF sample was prepared by NM and
the numerical simulations were performed by KGV and TR. The SAXS exper-
iments were performed by TR, NM, KGV, PZ, SVR and FL. The section on
sample preparation was written by NM and the rest of the paper was written
by TR with input from FL and LDS.

Paper 10
On the applicability of time-resolved synchrotron X-ray techniques for studying
rotary diffusion of dispersed cellulose nanofibrils
T. Rosén (TR), N. Mittal (NM), M. Nordenström (MN), K. M. O. H̊akansson
(KMOH), S. Yu (SY), S. V. Roth (SVR), P. Zhang (PZ), H. Iwamoto (HI), F.
Lundell (FL) and L. D. Söderberg (LDS). Manuscript in preparation.

The possibility of utilizing time-resolved X-ray scattering techniques in a flow-
stop experiment was assessed. The SAXS measurements were performed by
TR, NM, SY and FL with additional assistance at the beamline from SVR and
PZ. The XPCS measurements were performed by TR, MN, KMOH, SY and
LDS with additional assistance at the beamline by HI. The samples were pre-
pared by TR, NM and MN and the section on sample preparation was written
by NM. The rest of the paper was written by TR with input from FL and LDS.
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